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,4'hsÉnact

'We have determined the mass ratios between neuffon deficient isotopes of iodine

using a rnÍIss spectrometric technique with the Chalk River Isotope Separator On-line

GSOL). The mass tiplet trTJ -rr8l -ttT has been studied. The measured mass ratios are

in good agreement with systematics. Our results for the mass ratios are Mçtr1g¡M(tt'Ð =

0.983 2I11 (L3) andM("tD/M("'I) = 0.991 615 6 (12). The deduced masses of r'7I and

ttsf are 116.9L3 69 (L9) and, Ll7.9L3 07 (I7) u, respectively. We have used these mea-

surements to study the local dependence of two particle separation energies on neuEon

number, and evaluate the predictive capabilities of several mass models. We have also

determined that the accepted value for the transition energy for the isomeric decay of 1t8'I

is in error. This energy has been re-evaluated by a l-ray measurcment tobe L14.24 (72)

keV.

u
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1," 3. EJr¡dens{aradírag aÉorsric rll&sses

The mass of an atom is one of its most basic properties. Therefore, by studying

atomic fiutsses, we can develop an understanding of many atomic properties through the

development of theories accounting for the origins of atomic mass.

Early studies of aûomic rnasses by Aston in the 1920's, using mass spech'ometry,

showed that each nuclea¡ species has a mass nearly equal to an integral number of the

proton mass [4s20]. From this observation came Aston's 'whole number rule' of atomic

masses.

Upon further investigation, slight divergences from the 'whole number rule' for

atomic rnasses became evident. Aston systematically investigated the divergences for

several elements and invented the term 'packing fraction' ûo express the extent of the

divergences.

atomic ûutss - mass number M - Apachngfracûon=m=T (1. 1)

A directly related description of these 'differences', is the binding energy expres-

sion given below. The atomic and nuclear binding energies of an atom, E*o-i.oio*g &

Enr.rcrearbindins, ate given as the difference between the mass of an atom, M, and the mass

sum of the constituent components

E*o*or*, * 4¡¡crea¡rin¿i¡ r=lZ M('p) + Z M (e)+l/ M(ln) ) * M(N,Z), Q.2)

where Z, N are the proton and neuton numbers, M('p),M(tn), M(e) the masses of a free

proton, neuEon, and electron. The portion of the equation in square brackets [ ] is

analogous to Aston's 'whole number rule'. The masses of the proton, neutron and

electron are given with respect to the mass standard, r2C. Nuclear binding energies are

much grcatar in magnitude (-1d) than atomic binding energies. Both are positive.



Frecise mass measurements provide crucial and direct information on the nuclear

binding energies of equation (1.2), and indirectly, nuclea¡ properties such as shell and

deforrnation effects, range and the sft'ength of nuclear forces.

Atomic mass data may be presented in a variety of ways. For example, the so-

called mass parabola is shown in fig. 1.1. In this instance, the nuclear binding energies of

atoms of the isobar A = 119 are plotted against proton number, Z. Tll,e nuclide at the

bottom of the parabola is stable against radioactive decay. Nuclides on the sides of the

parabola will radioactively decay. Mass models to describe the value of atomic masses,

and consequently the shape of the mass-parabola, have been developed by several

researches. These will be discussed shortly.

47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 ss 56

z

Fig. L.L. The mass parabla for A = 119. All of the masses, except barium, have been determined exper-

imentally. Several models have been consfucted that describe tre observed value of masses as

well as predicting fhe mass of unmeasured exotic nuclei.
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The nuclei of all isobars may be organized onto a "Chart of the Nuclides" (an

arrangement such that the proton number is represented on the x-axis, and the neufton

number is represented on the y-axis). The stable nuclides form the "backbone" of the

Chart of the Nuclides. Conventional mass specEometry has measured almost all of the

stable nuclides that lie on the backbone. There are a large number of unstable nuclei that

lie off the backbone. Most have not been mass spectrometerically analyzed, but this does

not indicate a lack of interest on the part of the resea¡ch community. Rather, it is testi-

mony to the inherent difficulties of performing mass measurements in this region.

If we were to represent the mass of each nuclide on the z-axis on the Chart of

Nuclides, we would obt¿in a so-called "mass surface". It is meaningful to split the mass

surface into four different sheets because of the effects of nucleon pairing. The four

sheets are comprised of even neuton-even proton, odd neuton-odd proton, even neutron-

odd proton, and odd neuton-even proton nuclei. Detailed systematic studies of the mass

difference between these four sheets directly reflects the neuEon urd proton pairing

energies as well as the interaction between an odd neutron and an odd proton that origi-

nate from nuclear sfucture effects.

Evidence of nuclear deformations is obøined, for example, from the systematic

behavior of double proton or neuEon separation energies as a function of l/ andZ. In

general, the separation energy curve decreases slowly with increasing nucleon number.

A region of deformity is indicated by a change of slope, creating a broad hump. Shell

closure is indicated by a discontinuity in the curve, that otherwise has the same slope on

either side of the shell closue. An example of these features is given nfig. 1.2.
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Fig. 1.2. Two neuFon separation energies, So-= -M (A,Z) + M (A -2,2) + 2n, plotted as a function of i/ in

the range 80 < N < 95. Isotopes of an element are connected by a line. The neuFon shell closu¡e

atN = 82 is shown clearly. Also, the region around N = 91 shows the gmdual change in slope

that is associated with a region of deformation.

At a fundamental level, an understanding of atomic mass involves an understanding

of the microscopic many-body dynamics involving nucleon-nucleon interactions. In

principle then, the mass is determined by the general solutions of the many-body Hamil-

tonian for this system. This is beyond the present scope of physics, and approximations,

assumptions, or models must be intoduced for any practical purpose.

The models for mass predictions may be considered in the following groups: semi-

emperical or phenomenological models, liquid drop or droplet models, mass models

based on the shell model, and mass models based on mass relations. In general, mass

formulae have become complicated and it is not uncoffrmon for some to contain a fairly

large number of parameters (i.e. 100's).
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Once a mass model is proposed, a fit to the known nulsses is carried out. As long as

one deals with known masses, a large number of parameters presents no difficulty, since

with many parameters, one can always achieve a good fit. Flowever, in the exuapolation

to unknown masses there is a risk that the masses will behave in some unexpected way as

'we move away f¡om the initial fitæd region. Thus, precision mass measurements of

nuclei far from st¿bitity are needcd to critically test nuclea¡ mass models.

In some cases, models provide the only knowledge of the mass of exotic species.

Thus certain, important astophysical processes, such as nucleosynthesis, must rely on

mass models because the production and measurement of some exotic species far from

stability is not possible with present day accelerator facilities.

3.2 DetermÍnÍng atornic nusses experimentally

lJ.tr Methods

In general, there are two categories of experimental methods to determine atomic

mass. The fi¡st category involves mass-spectrometric methods: deflection tn)e mass

specfometers (e.g. Manitoba II at University of Manitoba and Chatk River ISOL), time-

of-flight mass spectometers (e.g. TOFI at LAMFP and SPEG at GANIL), and radio-

frequency spectrometers or Penning Traps (CERI\Ð. The second category consists of

energy measurements in certain nuclear reactions and nuclear decays. Included in this

category are reaction energies ((n,T), (n,p), etc.) as well as Q,o*d Qp measurements.

A reaction energy experiment determines the p-value, or the energy threshold, of a

reaction. Consider the (n, y) reaction measurement (e.g. uPbln,y¡ætpU 
[FIu83]). The

energy of the emined photon determines the neutron separation energy, which leads

directly to the mass difference between the initial and final nuclei, except for corrections

5



involving the nuclear recoil. While the precision achieved with (n, y) reaction measure-

ments ofæn rivals the precision of mass specE'ometric measurements ( < 100 eV) , the

nuclei available to this type of study are close to the backbone of stable nuclei.

Further from stability, the most common method to deærmine the mass of unst¿bie

nuclei is úo study the p-value of their cr- or ß-decays (e,g. ß: [Ke84], ø: [Sc79][P181]). In

these measurements, a p or o energy spectrum (usually coincident with a f-ray of inter-

est) is collected. In the case of a ß decay to the ground state of the daughær, the end

point of the ß qpectrum determines the mass difference between parent and daughter.

Often the decay scheme of the nucleus studied must be known because ground st¿te-

ground state decay is not the only branch present. If it were known from the decay

scheme that one or more Frays depopulates states fed by B decay in the daughter nucleus,

the y-ray energ.y sum must be included to completely determine the mass difference. This

requirement is increasingly harder to satisfy for nuclides fu¡ther from stability. On the

other hand, it is more frequently the case in a decay that the ground state of the daughter

is populated. The singular energy of the ø spectrum then determines the mass difference

between parent and daughter. Q.omeasurements are typically more precise than Qumea-

surements ( < 30 keV and > 40 kev respectively) although they are not applicable to as

many nuclei.

The commonly accepted masses of unst¿ble and stable isotopes are usually deter-

mined by a combination of both mass-specEomeEic (direct) measurements and nuclea¡

reaction and decay energy measurements. The 1983 Atomic Mass Evaluation [Wa85]

includes input data from both types of experiments to obtain adjusted mass values

through a least squares adjustment.



3..2.2 F'acilitÍes

T'he two main requirements for a facility perfonning mass measurements of exotic

nuclei are adequate production rates and mass resolution. The mass resolution is given

UV #where M is the mass of the nuclei under study, and, Lhf is the full width of the mass

spectral peak at half maximum (FWHM). Sometimes insæad of the resolution the resolv-

ing power of the instn¡ment is quoted. This is simply ff.
Early mass measu.rements of unstable nuclei were performed by two groups, both

using deflection tpe mass spectometers. Johnson et al. tBl79l used a double direction-

focusing mass spectometer with a resolving power of 1,300 to measure neuton-rich

rubidium and cesium isotopes. The Orsay group at CERN used a conventional

specúometer of Mattauch-Herzog type (i.e. focusing in energy and direction) to systemat-

ically measure short-lived alkali and alkali earth isotopes [8p80]. This instrument, with a

typical resolving power of 104, achieved a precision in the final mass values of parts per

million.

The Chalk River mass measurement facility uses the Tandem Accelerator Super-

Conducting Cyclotron CIASCC) together with the On-Line Isotope Separator (ISOL). In

the TASCC energy range, compound nucleus, projectile fragmentation and deep-inelastic

reactions occur and result in large isotopic disnibutions, including a rich variety of nuclei

far from stability. The isotope separator routinely achieves a mass resolution of 2x104

and typicalprecision in the range of 1 - 2ppm. The Chalk River isotope separator is

currently the only separator in the world capable of directly measuring the masses of

unstable nuclei. The mass nmge available to it is between 1 and 300.

There are three other facilities world-wide that are currently performing direct mass

measurements on unst¿ble nuclei. They are the Penning n.ap spectometer QSOLTRAP)

at CERN in Europe, the Time-of-Flight-Isochronous CIOFÐ recoil specrometer at Los



Alomos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPÐ in t os Alomos, IJ.S.A., and the time-of-flight

recoil specEometer, SPEG, at Gra¡rd Accelerateur National d'Ions Lourds (G.ANIL) in

Caen, France.

The tandem Penning trap mass specEometer represents the thi¡d generation mass

spectrometer at CERN for directly measuring the mass of unstable nuclei. With the pres-

ent instrument, ISOLTRAP, the mass of a stored charged particle is determined by its

cyclofon frequency in a known magnetic field. The accuracy, at present, is typically 10-7

or 100 keV at A = 100. Beams are delivered to it from the on-line isotope separator

ISOLDE, collected on a rhenium foil, re-ionized, and then introduced into the traps. This

currently restricts the available nuclei to be studied to those that a¡e easily surface ioniz-

able. Future plans include positioning an intermediate Eap to receive the ISOLDE beam

directly, after which, the higher precision penning traps would follow. Essentially, all

ISOLDE beams would then become accessible to mass determination.

A recoil time-of-flight-isochronous spectrometer GOFÐ is used for direct mass

measurements of exotic light nuclei [Wo85,87]. The specrometer relies on an isochro-

nous design that directly correlaæs an ion's time-of-flight through the spectrometer with

its mass-to-charge ratio. The mass-to-charge ratio is determined independently of the

ion's velocity, so that a precise mass measurement requires only a precision measurement

of the time-of-flight. To date, the instrument has measured neutron-rich isotopes from

fluorine to iron. Typicat mass resolution ff is about 3 x 10a (FWIIM). Typical precision

is in the range of 4 - I ppm.

The high-resolution energy-loss spectrometer SPEG together with the GANIL facil-

ity also directly measure the mass of exotic nuclei far from stability [Gi87]. The produc-

tion of both neuff'on-rich and deficient nuclei are possible with the energy range available



at the GANIL facility. The specn'ometer uses a time-of-flight technique. Isotopes in the

region of low Z from boron to phosphorus have been measured with a mass resolution

(FWIß4) of 5 N 104. Typical precision is in the range of 5 - 10 ppm.

3..3 The iodine maqses

In this work, we have measured the mass ratio of the proton rich isotopes ll7l, tttl,

and trT (Z = 53,N = 64,65, and 66 respectively).

A previous experiment to measure the rr7-rrT masses through a ß decay energy experi-

ment was made by E. Beck et al. [8e70]. However, this experiment provided reliable

mass data for the isotope rrel only. The results for the other isotopes were not included in

the world body of aûomic masses [Wa85].

The masses of trTlandtt*I 
are predicted by several models tHaSSl. The uncertainty

associated with the predicted mass of rrTIis 400 pu (i.e. precision of 3.4 parts per million,

ppm) and216 pu (1.8 ppm) for ttsl 
¡Ura881.

The measurement of the masses of some isotopes of iodine extends our systematic

study of nuclear masses near the doubly magic t*Sn. Our recont mass measurements

near t*Sn are shown in fig. 1.3.
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2 ãs¡str¡¡rråer¿É aaåd T'echmique

Z"Aïtue Ctuaåk R.åven t¡r-X,üme lsoúope SeparaÉon (gSOf.)

2.Í-3. Genenan Ðescrñptiora

The Chatk R.iver On-Line Isotope Separator (ISOL) is used on-line with the Tan-

dem Accelerator Superconducting Clclot'on Facility CIASCC) to carry out aûomic mass

measurefiÌents on unstable nuclides as well as many other nuclear studies. The general

layout of the TASCC facility is shown in fig. 2.1.
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F¡g.2.1. TASCCFacility.

Negative ions fAl'for this worÐ were produced in the ion-sou¡ce and accelerated

in the 15 MV, Tandem van de Graaff accelerator. The energy of the ion beam may be

boosted by further acceleration in the newly installed superconducting cyclotron. How-

ever, for this work, this was not necessary. The ion-beam, with a nominal energy of 5

MeV / nucleon, was transported to the target-ion soruce of the isotope separator,
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The ISOL facility is shown schematically in fig. 2.2. ï{ere" the bam sfikes atar1et

foil C*dMo"2.2mglcmz for this work) tocaæd directly in front of fhe thin Ta entrance

window of the ion-source (see fig. 2.3). A variety of reaction products, with lifetimes

ranging from milliseconds to days, recoil into the ion source where they are ionized"

extracte4 and accelerated to a nominal energy of 40 keV. Because the ion energy is con-

stant" the 135" analyzing magnet spatiatly resolves ions in the beam according to thei¡

rnrlss, so that, at the image plane, individual mass components are resolved with a

resolving power of 3,000 to 7,000. A narow slit in the image plane allows ions of only

one mass number to continue to detection. The ions of other mass numbers are stopped.
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Fig. 22. Sche¡natic view of the Chalk River on-line isotope separator.

The mass precision achievd ô&1, is timited to a fraction,f, of the width, ÁM, of the

detectedmasspeaksignal. Thatis õ^4 -f xÁñ4.llteexpressionforresolutionmaybe

used to wnte LX4 =R x M. By substitution then, the expression for precision becomes

ü!f -ÍxRxM. Typicalresolutionof theseparatorisabout2xl0a andfis aboutITo,
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given adequate counting statistics. Thus, the expecæd precision for the mass of 1r8I is

approximately 2I0 pu. This uncertainty may be reduced by a factor of {M forl/ scans of

the mass spectral peak. For example, 6 scans reduces the uncertainty to = 100 keV.

The sections that follow highlight the important components of the instrument. A

full discussion of the separator is given in references [Sc81], tsh89l.

2"î"2Xon source a¡¡d beam accetreration

There are three ion sources available for use with the Chalk River isotope separator.

They are the plasma-type Bernas source [Ch67a,b], the helium-jet source Ko91], and the

Forced Electron Beam Induced Arc Discha¡ge (FEBIAD) source [Ki76].

The Bernas source is a high-current (mA), off-line source. It is used primarily in

applications using stable nuclides. The He-Jet ion-source is still in a developmental stage

and has not yet been used for mass measurements. The FEBIAD ion-source is the source

of choice for mass measurements. It has a highly stable output current (pA), which

varies very little over the period of a single measurement. Moreover, the "hold-up" time

(the time elapsed between the formation of the radioactivity and its subsequent exmc-

tion) is on the order of 30 s. This poses no problem since the activities of interest in this

work had half lives greater than 190 s. The ion-source is shown schematically nfig.2.3.

Ionization with the FEBIAD source may occm in trpo different modes; surface ion-

ization and ionization in the plasma of an a¡c discharge. The surface ionization mode

may be used for studies involving chemical species with low ionization potentials, such

as the akafi metals and some elkali ea¡ths. Such an ionization method provides a chemi-

cal filter so that the extracted ion beams are free of contamination from other chemical

families. The plasma ionization modc does not discriminate between chemical species.
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In this case, a plasma is maintained in the ion source by means of an a¡c discharge

between the cathode and the anode. A support gas of Xe is used to feed the plasma.

Since iodine is not readily surface ionizable we used the plasma mode for this work.

EXTRACTON
PLATE

TaWINDOW

OUTLET
pure t

AE & & Attttt
Effiffi TARGET

ïrïïïï
INCIDENT BEAÀ4

Fig. 23. FEBIAD target-ion-source used for the iodine mass measurement.

The FEBIAD source has an outer anode cylinder which is covered at one end with

the outlet plate. The cathode cylinder is inserted into the other end. Reaction products

Qabeled "REcoH" in the figute) a¡e embedded inûo the heated catcher, eventually diffuse

out and drift toward the plasma region of the source. (Details of the reactions used are

given in $ 3.1). The plasma, sustained with the support gas via a calibrated leak at a rate

of 2x10{std 
"*%, 

produces a Xe beam of 1.5 ttA (aU isotopes combined) atabout1}To

ionization efficiency. The source also requires an axial magnetic field to confine the
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plasma radially. The magnet (not drawn in the figure) supplies a field of up to 80 mT.

Ions are exû'acted through a 0.50 mm diameter orifice in the outlet plate by means

of. a 40 kV accelerating poæntial applied between the outlet plate and the exfi'action elec-

û'ode. The resolving power of the separator may be increased by reducing the diameter

of the outlet plate orifice. This increase in resolution comes at the expense of reduced

yields from the source. The accelerating potential is measu¡ed with a Julie FIV-100 pre-

cision resistive divider chain and a Fluke 8502 digital volûneter (DVM).

The elecrostatic fields in the gap between the outlet plate and extraction elecfode

are determined by the applied accelerating potential and the geometry. The position of

the extraction elecEode is adjustable in position and orientation along the three orthogo-

nal axes. It is positioned about 10-20 mm from the outlet plaûe. This adjustment in the

exEaction field, then, allows us to optimize the ion optics for the best focus and

resolution at the image plane.

At fust glance it would appear the outlet plate orifice of the ion source would define

the geometric object of the ion optical system. However, avírntal object is formed inside

the source, behind the outlet plate opening (see fig.2.Ð. The plasma boundary acquires a

meniscus shape behind the opening due to the local elecnostatic fields. Since the plasma

is a good elecrical conductor, the electostatic field lines at the plasma boundary are at

right angles to its surface. Ions drawn out of the plasma have small kinetic energies, ini-

tially, and their paths follow the perpendicular field lines nea¡ the boundary. The field

lines and the path of the ions quickly staighten out past the outlet plate opening due to

the large potential gradient from the extraction plate nearby. The size of the virtual

object becomes apparent as \re attempt to reû.ace, from right to left as in fig. 2.4,the on-

gin of the ions from inside the source. The dashed lines retrace a much smaller point of
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origm inside the plasma. To an observer outside the

as the object slit Thus the virtual object rather tha¡

resolving power of the separator.

ion source this virtual ori$n appears

the geometric object deærmines the

Fig. 2.4. A virhral object of the ion optical system is formed due to the shape of electrosøtic field lines at

the plasma boundary. The virtual object is defined by tracing the dashed lines back inside the

source. The virtual object width rather than ttre geometrical object width deternines the resolv-

ing power of the separator.

The energy of the extracted beam from the ion-source for different chemical species

at a fixed accelerating potential has been carefully measured. Investigations of these dif-

ferences, at the one part-per-million level, have concluded that different elements do not

emerge from the ion source with sig¡rificantly different energies [Ha91]. Such

differences in energy could result in a systematic bias in the measured mass ratios

between peaks corresponding to different elements. However, as a precaution, we have

restricted our mass measurements to isotopeS of the same element.

2.L.3 Main nnagnet

Afær acceleration, the ion beam Eaverses a 1 m long drift space before enûering the

main magnet. This dipole has a sector angle of 135' and mean radius of 1.00 m. The

fîeld is inhomogeneous with ttre form B = Bo(3) *nt* n is nominally 0.5 and Bo, ro

refer to the optic axis. As a result of this, the magnet has the property of focussing the
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ion beam in both the radial and axial directions (refer o ftg.2,5)ICa,70l, That is, a point

object is imaged as a point image. Corrective coils are available to vary both the quadru-

pole and sextuple components of the field [Ca81]. These coils are used to adjust the posi-

tion of the focus along the beam axis and also to conect the abeûations of the ion-optical

system,

Fig.25. Beam axes defnition.

The image plane of the separator is located 1.64 m from the eút boundary of the

main magnet. The ¡adial dispersion of the separator, D, is 2250 mm. The dispersion is

related úo the separation, d, between ion beams of djffering mass at theL foci. The radial

separation of images corresponding to the masses M and M +Lt|, at a focus, is

d = o(#). Thus at mass 118, neighboring mass beams ffe separated by 19 mm. The

vertical magnification is unity. The magnet enfance pole face is shaped concave with a

¡adius of 35.0 cm. The exit pole face is flat. As a result the focal plane is tilted by 25"

with respect to the mean beam axis.

A beam monitor consisting of a 32 wire "comb" may be lowered i¡to the beam path

at the entrance to the magnet. The current on the wi¡es is scanned to form a one-

dimensional sigral which is displayed on an oscilloscope. This assists in obtaining the

optimum beam injection profile into the magnet.
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2.3,.4 Colnecúñom char¡'Àber

The beam is brought to a focus on an image slit (0.25 mm wide, 10 mm high)

located in the collection chamber. The dimensions of the beam at the position of the

image slit are largely independent of mass. The width of the ion beam b is related to the

resolving power R" and dispersion D by the relationship , b = DlRp. Thus for a resolving

po*"tff of 9000, the beam width would be 0.25 mm. (Note: Ll[ in this case is defined

as the FWHM of the beam. This is not necessa¡ily equal to the FWHM of the observed

beam spectral lineshape. Details follow.)

'When the beam width and image slit widths are comparable, the optimum reso-

lution and detected beam intensity are obtained simulta¡eously (refer frg.2.6). This spe-

cial case underscores the competing requirements of counting statistics and resolution of

a beam detection system. Greater number of detected counts arc necessary for reduced

statistical effors. Higher resolution allows one to more to more precisely locate the posi-

tion of a peak. These two considerations dictate that the slit widttr should be as wide as

the beam. In fact, the image slit used in this work was the same width as the FvHM width

of the beam.

In addition ûo the image slit, the collection chamber contains a Faraday Cup and a

10 pm tungsten wire for the purposes of tuning the ion beam profile. They are mounted

on a moving carriage whose position may be adjusted along the focal plane. The wire is

used to optimize the width of the beam, and thus, the resolution. The mass spectral line-

shape detected with the wire is analogous with fig. 2.6.(c) where w" =0. The Faraday

Cup may be fitted with entrance slits of va¡ious widths. We fit the Faraday Cup with an

entrance slit greater tha¡r the beam lvidth in order to read the ion beam current.
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Wig.2.6. A simple beam profile, of width w, is projected through three different slit widths in frames (a) -

(c). The corresponding lineshaps observed by the detection system (not shown) are given

beside. In frame (a) the slit of width w'> w yields a line shape of width w * w'and maximum

intensity. In frame (b) the stit width is equal to the beam widtlr and yields a line shape of width

2w and maximum intensity. In frame (c) the slit width is smaller ttran the beam v¡idth ts" <w.

The resulting line shape is na¡rower (i.e. better resolution) but at the expense of intensify.

2.3..5 Eea¡n Transport E ine (BTL)

Ions passing through the image slit are direcæd to a low background counting area

by means of the elecfostatic beam transport line @TL). The BTL consists of a 20'

deflector and two electostatic quadrupole doublets. Ions from the beam that have
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become electrically neuû'al during their passage through the separaûor are removed by the

deflector. (Ions neutralized during their passage through the analyzing magnet may con-

taminate neighboring m¿rss components.) Transmission through the BTL is greaær than

98Vo. For technical reasons, the maximum beam curent through the BTL is resn'icted to

less than 1 mA. The BTL is able to focus the transmitted beam into a ci¡cular spot not

more than 2 mmin size at a distance of 50-70 cm past the last quadnrpole.

Z.tr.6 Counting chamber and tape station

Past the last quadrupole of the BTL, the ion beam is brought to a focus on the alu-

minized mylar tape of the tape transport system. After a preset time, radioactivities

implanted into the tape are moved close úo the vicinity of a pair of Hyper-pure

germanium GIPGe) detectors located some 75 cm away. The tape moves at a speed of

585 cm / s from the implantation position which is under vacuum, to the detectors at

atmospheric pressure, through three stages of differential pumping.

The counting chamber is also equipped with a Faraday cup, with electron suppres-

sion, to check the transmission of the BTL.
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2.Í..7 Surnrmary

Some of the basic properties of the isotope separator are presented in t¿ble 2.I. The

resolution of the separator is primarily limited by the size of the ion source orifice and the

image slir Smaller slit widths yield higher resolution, but at the disadvantage of reduced

efficiency. In the pasf the best resolving power achieved off-Iine is 20,000 for an N,-CO,

doublet [Sh89]. The main contributions to the beam width were optical aberrations,

energy spreads, and the st¿bility of the accelerating potential po\iler supply.

Table 2.1. Basic properties of the isotope separator.

Property

Magnet angle

Mean magnet radius

Approximate field index n

Magnetic field

Magnet power supply

Dispersion

Resolving power, FEBIAD routine

Radial magniñcation

Angular magnification

Vertical magnification

Mass range

Extraction vol[age, maximum

Extraction voltage, typical

Stâbility of magnet cunent, peak to Wat(p-p)

Stability of exfraction voltage, long term, þ-p)

Ìvlaximum beam current

Maximum beam current wittr FEBIAD source

Enhancernent facttr €

Deñnition

(Brd*,

D

R FWHM

(M"--g"iJ

"*

Value

135'

10ffi mm

0.5

62.5 T-cm

350A/s0v

2250mm

90m ,0.50 mm orifice

1.25

0.77

I

l5Vo

70 kv

40kv

5x10{

5x106

20 mA

1.5 t¡A

>ld
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2.2 Expenicner¡tan Frocedure

The well known mass spectrometric technique of peak matching is used to measure

the spacing bet'ween mass peaks [M.e72]. This technique is based on a theorem, given by

Swann [Sw31] and first applied to mass spectroscopy by Bleakney [8136], which states

that two masses M, andMrwill follow identical paths through a mass spectrometer if all

magnetic fields are held constant and all elecfi'ostatic potentials, V¡, applied to the instru-

ment are scaled such that

MrVr=MzVz

The image slit is flrxed in place along the image plane and we vary the ion source

(2.3)

accelerating potential (and other potentials accordingly) to sweep selected ion beams past

the image slir In this way we form (via off-line analysis) mass peaks which correspond

to applied potentials. The theorem as stated above for a doublet peak is extended tivially

for a mass triplet of M¡, Mr, and Mr. Il we allow Mrto be the known reference mass, and

experimentally determine the voløges corresponding to the centroids of the mass peaks,

Vr,Vr, and %, then the unknown masses M2, M3may be found by

(2.4)

The experimental procedure also allows for the presence of isobaric cont¿minants.

The production of the iodine isotopes of interest by a fusion-evaporation reaction will

also produce xenon, tellu¡ium and other species (see $3.1). The minimum resolving

power, # oquitø úo just resolve iod.ine from its isobaric neighbors Te and Xe is as high

as 35,000 for the rtsxe-[8l case. Obviously these isoba¡ic contaminant components wi]l

not be resolved since the separaûor has a nominal resolving power of 9000 (FWIß4).

Mz=M,tä) and Mz=M,tä)
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T1ris problem is solved by the ion detection method employed. We identify the

a¡rival of the desired nuclei by their unique radioactive decay signature ínstead of a signal

from an indiscriminate ion counter. Consequently, we avoid the ambiguities resulting

from isobaric and isomeric admixtures. fon counting by a unique decay signature allows

us to precisely deærmine the mass of a nuclear species without actually spatially resolv-

ing it from isobaric neighbors in the separator beam.

It is interesting to note we are using the isotope separator as a mass specEometer

instead of its traditional design mode as a nËss spectrograph. A specEograph holds all

fields fixed while beam components are resolved by their relative position on the image

plane. A mass spectrometer, on the other hand, is characterized by fixed image and

object slits where the electrostanc lmagnetic fields are ramped to sweep the beam.

2.2.tr On-line scanning procedure

The separator beam is scanned, under computer conEol, across the image slit. A

block diagram of the control and daø acquisition circuitry is provided n fiç.2.7 .

The accelerating potential, nominally 40 kV, is controlled by varying the reference

potential (-400Ð provided to the supply. This reference potential consists of a fixed,

st¿ble potential reference summed with a potential supplied by a CAMAC controlled dig-

ital to analog converter @AC). In this way, the accelerating potential rnay be preset to a

value and scanned point by point over a range of 2.57o of its mass. Typically, an

experiment is set up such that a mass peak (FWÉß/i) is sampled in 8 scan points, or chan-

nels, of a total 25 channel mass spectrum. At a nominal operating potential of 40 kV and

a resolution of 2x 10{, the potential steps are approximately 1 V. The applied high

potential is measured by two resistive divider chains. A 100:l divider provides and error

signal for the FIV supply and a 10 000:1 dividerprovides a potential level for the DVM.
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Fig. 2.7. Block diagram of the separator showing the operational relationship between com¡ronents for a

mass measurement using the peak matching technique. The labels a¡e: DVM - digitål voltmeter,

DAC - digitat to analog converter, BTL - beam mnsport line, ADC - analog to digital converter.

The dashed line represents the separator beam.

There are no elecEostatic elements between the accelerating gap of the ion source

and the image slit. The potentials of the ion optical elements in the BTL a¡e scaled in

proportion úo the accelerating potential.

At each scan point" the beam is transmitted through the image slit and the BTL and

deposiæd onto the aluminized mylar tape of the tape station. In consideration of instru-

mental drifts, the time period for each point is usually 1.3 times the lifetime of the species

under study or I37 seconds, whichever is smaller. (A time of 137 seconds per scan point,

leads to a complete scan over 3x25 points of approximately 3 hours. Detailed studies of

the stability of major components have been performed in the past [Sh89] to insure that
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inst'umental drifts in voløge/current of the many components does not degrade our

results. Three hours is a conservative time limit in view of these drifæ.) The shortest

lifetime of the iodine activities under study is 190 seconds, so we chose the 137s cycle

time.

At the end of each scan point the ISOL beam is deflected and the sample on tape is

quickly moved in front of the HPGe detectors. The beam deflector consists simply of

two electrostatic plates placed above and below the beam in the collector ønk. While the

tape move is executed the next increment in accelerating poæntial is applied and a short

time is allowed for the potential to settle. The beam deflect is then turned off, and a ne\il

beam sample collected. At the end of each scan point, the accelerating potential,

observed T-ray spectra, actual cycle times encountered and various beam setting a¡e saved

to magnetic tape for further off-line analysis. The y-ray specm are also sorted for on-line

inspection of the data. The timing sequence for a scan point is presented in fig. 2.8.

As an added precaution to errors caused by drifts, the order of mass points scanned

is not sequential across the mass spectra but interleaved to sample the mass spectra quasi-

simultaneously. The first points to be scanned are near the maxima at each mass specEal

peak. Following points alternaæ on either side of the maximum positions until the entire

mass spectrum is complete. Fig. 2.9 represents the chronological order of a scanned mass

triplet

Studies of the robustness of these procedures have been done for one hypothetical

d¡ift scenario, a systematic decrease in the production rate of the ion species considered.

This could be caused by degrading ion source conditions, or possibly a decrease in the

heavy ion beam supplied by the tandem accelerator. Fig. 2.10 shows this scenario for a

very large decrease of 50Vo from its starting value. For masses scanned sequentially there
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is a corresponding shift in the centroid position of 4 ppm. TTre interleaved scan is shifted

by a factor of 10 less. The net effe;c.t of drifts and instabilities conEibute an error much

less than the accuracy to which we are able to locate the cennoid in a single scan.
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Fig. 2.E. Represenøtion of the time sequence for the stepwise scånning of a mass peak: (a) deflect separa-

tor b€am ; O) establish accelerating and BTL voltages; (c) collect sample on tape; (d) measu¡e

accelerating voltage; (e) move sample on tape to HPGe detectors; (f) recordyray specfum, and

(g) Eansfer data to magnetic tåpe. Typical values in this experiment are: T, = 2 s, T¿ = 7 s, and

T, is 137 s. T, is always Tr+ T, - Tn.

+1 r

EXTHACTION VOLTAGE m

Fig. 2.9. Chronological order of data collection in a mass scan that covers three ion beams, with masses

AB,C. The numbers above tt¡e peaks indicate the order in which data points a¡e taken. The fi¡st

voltage point selecæd correspnds to the maximum transmission of the ion beam corresponding

úo mass A, the second ûo mass B, and the third ûo the maximum for ion beam C.
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Fig.2.10. Cent¡oid shift fü a b€am loss scenario. Simulation of the errors in peak c€nftid determination

resulting from a linea¡ decline witt¡ time in the æparated radioactive-beam inænsify. Typicål

separator separating conditions have been assumed. The mass peak is centered at an exhaction

poúential of 40 m V, the resolving power is 6 0m, and the mass scan is 25 points (30 Ð wide.

(a) shows our refer€nce ¡rcak, as well as two prtrbed peaks resulting ftom a beam-intensity

decline commencing in point - 2 and continuing to the end of fte scan where the inænsity has

dropped to 50% of its initial value. The effect of this intensity change is clearly visible in the

mass peak obtained with a sequential scan but is hardly noticeable for that obtained witt¡ an

interleaved scan. O) shows the shift in the centroid, defined as the difference in the cenboids

of the reference and pern:rbed peats 0ivi0ø by the reference peak's cenuoid value. The shift

is shown as a function of fte point number where the intensity decline begins.

22"2 Ûîf-line data analys¡s

The task of the off-line analysis is to read the magnetic tape record of on-line data

and determine the potentials applíed to the ion source that correspond to centroids in the

respective transmitted iodine isoûopes. The voltage ratio of the iodine isotopes so

obtained is directly related to their mass ratio through Bleakney's Theorem. We discuss

.10
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here the method used to obtain voltage ratios for a single scan of the m¿ss n'iplet Chap-

ter three discusses, in detail, how voløge ratios fi'om each scan are combined !o give a

final result.

The logical structure of the off-Iine analysis is reduced to three steps. The first is to

select the radioactive decay signatues that uniquely identify the iodine isotopes of inær-

esL The second is to generat€ mass specft'a based on these selected decay signatures.

The third is to calculate the centroids for each iodine isotope of each mass spectrum.

The three steps of the off-line analysis a¡e canied out by three computer programs;

MASSGATE, MASSANAL, AND MASSDIF.

22.2.3. Selecting trey energies; MASScATE

The fTrst step is to detect the presence of specific iodine isotopes in the collected

tray spectr'a. Energy "windows" are set at the energies of the ß-delayed T-rays emitted

during the decay of the iodine isotopes. Up to 30 y-ray energies may be chosen to iden-

tify the activity of the nuclides of a mass triplet.

22.2.2 tsuildÍng voltage, ¡¡¡ass and T-ray spectra; MASSANAL

The second step is to generate voltage and mass specüa, based on the magnetic tape

record of the on-Iine data. The resulting specta a¡e saved to hard disk in the Holifield

Heavy lon Research Facility .SPK file format. Additionally, the on-line T-ray specta are

sorted and stored in .SPK file format.

The on-line data is, most simply, a set of separator accelerating potential, for each

potential, and a matching Tray spectrum. The first specfum generated is the separator

accelerating potential spectrum. The ion accelerating potential is recorded against scan

point number. (Note: the scan point number is not chronological in an interleaved mass

scan.) An additional spectnrm of the point by point accelerating potential differences
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serves as a useful diagnostic tool. Ideally this spectrum is flat except at mass number

changes. If there are sharp excursions they flag bad data, which may be then excluded

from further processing.

An individual mass spectrum is generated for each de*ay y-ray specified by MAss-

GATE. Scaled ion inænsity, /*io,, is recorded against the scan point number where the

scaled ion intensity is given by

/poiot =N Q*-F +0.5 Q5)

In this equation, t/ is the number of atoms collected during a time r6gt ro and the charge

correction terrfi, Q*r, is intended to compensate for changes in the primary beam current

delivered to ISOL over the duration period of a scan. O-o is normalized to the beam

current at the first scan poinr The scale factor term, F (typically 10), is included to

reduce computing errors innoduced by integer math.

The number of iodine ions collected, N, is the product of the rate of arrival (ions/s)

for ions of a particular species, P, and the collection time T*16ç.¡. The rate of arival, P,

is assumed to be consønt over the collection interval.

However, some of the atoms collected during Tcor¡¡", will decay while the sample

was being accumulated. The number of atoms collected on tape after time I*rg"t is

given by

N*rrr.". = i(r -.ar-''*,) 
(2'6)

where î, is the decay constånt for the species. During the hansport to the detectors, in a

time T*-r, some more will decay. The number that reach the detectors would be

N**r* = N-rr"o "*&* 
Q'7)

Of these, N-.r* of the collecæd atoms would decay in front of the detectors.
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N-* = N*r*r*( t -r*t"ot t;

= Ë(t-r+r**)e-"**'(t-e*'-"; 
(2'8)

The number of 1.rays detected is

i/, = eB.ðü*u*

eBPl -tr \-.r,tì.,^-( -ir \ QS)
= T(, -"*t-,rr"r)e+r** (t -"*t-'*;

where e is the detector efficiency and B is the absolute branching ratio for the 1-ray

transition. Therefore

L N..

e B ( 1 - e+t-''t'"t¡ "-lr** 
( 1 - e-rr-u*,

(2.1,0)

is the number of ions of the species of interest arriving at the tape station per second.

Finally, l/, which is needed in equation (2.5), the number of atoms of inærest collected

during a time Tr1r¡scris

¡/ = P Trou*,

NN.rTcorrEcr (2.1,t)

=

An example of building an individual mass spectrum, accompaníed with its voltage

spectrum, is given lu:.ftg.2.lt.

One "sum mass spectrum" is formed from the individual mass specfra where each

mass peak in the sum spectrum is the result of a selective sunrming of individual specta.

Thus the first 25 points of the sum mass spectrum (the part of the scan that pertains to

mass 1.), contain all the individual mass specûa for mass 1. Data from other individual

mass spectra are rejected. The same procedure is applied for points 26-50 and 51-75

reqpectively.
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Lastly, for diagnostic purposes, the y-ray dat¿ for an entire scan is soræd into four

special y-ray specm. There are three isobar-specific (or mass-specific) sum specm

formed by adding the corresponding raw Y-ray specm. The fourth is a cumulative sum of

all raw Fray spectra over the enti¡e scan.

Fig.2.11. (Over)

Svlass specral peåks obtained during a single m¿¡ss scan of the iodine fiplet measurement. Part

(a) shows the discrete ion accelerating potentials applied at the source. For clarity, the scan

point numbers a¡e shown in order of increasing voltage and not in tl¡e order of their accumula-

tion. Part (b) represents a sample of the isobaric tray sp€cm collecüed at each voltage step. A

tofal of 75 raw tray specha a¡e accumulated for a triplet scan (according to75 voltage steps).

Iodine specific hansitions (darkened) are galú in øder fo build the mass spectrum of part (c).

Pa¡t (c) shows the beam intensity for ltel,tr8l, and tttl as a function of scan point number. The

mass and voltage specEa are later correlated (see the next section) to determine each isotope's

peak position.
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2.2.2 "3 Ðeten¡ni¡¡img peak pasiûions ; MAssDm'

The MessDIF program reads the sum mass spectra from the off-line .SPK fi-le pro-

duced by MASSANAL, locates the peaks and calculates the cenftoids, cenEoid uncertain-

ties, and FWHM. T¡rpically, we must determine the centoid to less m* å of a channel

width. (Recall from $2.1.1 that we locate the peak position to about L%o of its FWHM.

The mass peak usually extends over -8 channels at FWHM). Our algorithm then,

requires considerable attention to be given to estimating fractional channel contents.

The analysis begins by locating the peak channel in the sum mass qpect'um. The

average peak height and average background level, from which a cut-off level at207o

peak height, a¡e then deduced. Fractional channel contents at the cut-off level a¡e esti-

mated by interpolating a straight line betrpeen adjacent data points as shown nfig.2.L2.

Fig. 2.12. The experimentål data consist of the discrete data set lVu C,l, wherc fhe subscript i represents

tlp scan poinf The labeling convention for the left fractional channel Vr, af the ?Ã7o cut-off

level, is shown. The same formalism exists for the right fractional channel V*.

.A cenEoid evaluation for the portion of the peak lying between the cut-off volt-

ages,Vrand V¿, may be written in the form

3t

c
=oo
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l::, c(v) dv
(2.12)centroid = rvs. t

Jr" 
t(ù a'

where c(v) is the function describing the mass peak. Fïowever, the analytical form of c(v)

is unknown, so we continue to use the straight line approximation between dat¿ points to

construct a series of tapezoids as shownnfr.g.2.I4.

CUTÐFF LEVEL

vl

Accelerating Potential

Fig. 2.f3. Peak centroid deærmination. The centroid of each Fapezoid is summed ûo determine the cen-

roid of the entire peak within the cut-off boundaries.

The centroid of a single tapezoid segment, c,, is given by

C;=
2 C¡ *tV¡ *t* 2 Ci Vi + Ci Vi +r + Ci +rVi

3l.C¡*t+ C¡l (2.r3)

The centroid of the entire peak is found by using the discrete form of the centroid formula

given in equation Q.lz). That is

VR
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- LA,. c,
cent'oid of the entire peak = -t4.

- N-r
lu \' 12Ç * rV ¡ n, * 2C iV i + C iv i + | + C i + rV i\ lV ¡ *, - V ¡l

=
[C", + C)ÍV¡"t-VJ

(2.14)

where A; is the area of a single tapezoid segmenl

The uncef¿inty in the centoid is expressed in trvo ways; the statistical uncertainty

and voltage uncertainty. The statistical uncertainty is obtained by taking the partial deriv-

ative of the centroid with respect to the counts C,. The voltage uncertainty is similarly

obtained by taking the partial derivative of the cenfroid with respect to voltage V¡.

The statistical uncertainty is related to the counting statistics familia¡ in any y-ray

counting experiment The source of voltage uncerøinty is the precision achievable by the

DVlvI. Also, in a minor way, the voltage uncertainty is related to the evaluation of frac-

tional channels at the edges of the mass specúal peak. In this evaluation we must recog-

nize the mass peak signal above the level of the background. As mentioned, the mass

peak cutoff at207o above background leads to fractional channels at the peak edges (refer

ftg.2.l3). Depending on the slope of the spectral "lineshape" at this cutoff, the fractional

channels are determined with large or small uncertainties. As expected, the higher the

signal-to-noise ratio (i.e. a steeper slope), the more precisely the edges of the peak are

located.

- lv-l
;>
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3 T'tae lodí¡¡e Experårnerat

3.3. Froduc&åon of actåviÉies

The iodine activities are produced by bombarding a fÏxed target foil with a heavy

ion beam (E - 5 MeV/u) delivered from the TASCC facility. During collisions, tffget

and beam nuclei fuse together forming a highly excited compound nucleus. This com-

pound nucleus quickly decays, in about 10-21s, by the isotopic emission of y-rays and

nucleons. The process is illustrated in fig. 3.1. The residue remaining after this

"evaporation" is fairly energetic and retains nearly the same momentum as the incident

beam. The residue recoils through the target material (-10-tas for a2 mg-cm'2 target),

passes through three 20 pg-crrl2 thick carbon heat shields, and the 2 mg-crnz tantalum

entance window of the target-ion source before coming to a stop in the graphite catcher

(refer ftg.2.3). It subsequently diffuses out of the catcher and drifts toward to the ioniza-

tion region of the target-ion source (refer $ 2.1.2).

@-€)

Fig. 3.1. Fusion-Evaporøtion Reaction. (a) A 130 MeV aluminum ion from the accelerator strikes a sta-

tionary molybdenum target nucleus. (b) The nuclei fr:se to form a highly excited state which

¡ecoils through ttre targel (c) The excited staûe quickly decays (-lû2's) by emitting protons,

neuFons, and 1rays. The remaining nucleus continues to recoil with its velocity unchanged but

reduced in mornentum.
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For any given beam ltarget combination, several activities are produced. Many

factors have to be considered in making a choice of beam and target. Firstly, rârget mate-

rials must be able to with st¿nd the impact of the beam and the extreme temperatures

(-1500 'C) near the ion-source. Serondly, the cross sections for the reactions which

produce the desired residues must be favorable. Estimates of the cross sections were

made using the computer code "ALI(E ovERLAID" [8178]. These estimates (for primary

cases) are subsequently tested in a "target run".

The nuclei produced in the target run are listed in tåble 3.1. In this tårget run,

iodine is only one mass measurement candidate of several. The target run investigation

seeks to fulfill two criteria for a candidate mass measurement. The first, of coume, is an

adequaæ production rate for nuclei, far from stability, without a known mass. Secondly,

we need a neighboring nuclei, with a known mass, that can be used as a reference.

Table 3.1. Beam and target combinations and their expected products for the "talget run". The energy of

the incident beam is varied from 120 - 150 MeV in 10 MeV intervals. Cftre mean energy of the

beam is reduced by -12 MeV over the thiclness of the target.)

Beam + Target Compound Nucleus hoducts fa¡ from Stability

n/J+^'zr

osi + -'zr
tAl + -"Mo

æsi + -'Mo

I

Xe

Cs

Ba

Te or Sb

IorTe

Xe orl

Cs or Xe

target thickness;*Zn 2.0 mg+m-2, *Mo: 2.1 mg{m't.

Here we focus our afiention on the results obtained for the production o¡ lre'1r8'il71.

These iodine activities were observed with *Si 
a¡rd 

ttAl beams on*7-rand dMo targets.

The rates of the iodine activities produced by the various beam and target combinations

are shown nfig.3.2.
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lVe see from fig. 3.2thatthe most effective beam /targetcombination is an tAl

beam a¡rd a 
dMo target The selection of the beam energy is dictated by the production

rate of the low yield odd Z-addlúnucleus tt*I. The rrBI production shows a maximum at

130 MeV. Since the other nuclides of interest are also produced at acceptable rates at this

energy, this becomes our operating energy for the mass measurement experiment.
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F'ig. 3J. Measu¡ed excitation functions for the production of iodine. The observed iodine activities from

the target run a¡e normatized to the incident kam curent and plotted against beam energy. The

cross-sections are given in aóitrary units since we have not corrected for the common efficiency

of the ion source, detector, and others.

The tårget thickness is optimized for maximum ion production, given that the iodine

product must still exit the target with enough energy to pass though the heat shields and

entrance window of the ion source. A minor change of target thickness from 2.1 mg-crn'

to2.5 mg-cm'2 could have been made. However, the expected improvement in iodine

r50
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production did not warrant the effort to manufacture new targets. The molybdenum tar-

gets showed no degradation during the four days of the target run and were used for the

four day mass measurement experiment.

The mass measurement experiment using the reaction nAI+ d'Mo * rr7-rre¡ o

2p+ xn * f, Eet= I33 MeV produced xenon and iodine activities as expected. No cesium

activities were observed- However a limit on their production, based on background lev-

els, has been calculated. The production dat¿ in table 3.2 a¡e in units of atoms per sec-

ond, observed at the counting chamber (i.e. the tape station).

Table 3.2. Chart of productionof isotopes at the location of the fape sretion in atoms per second. Cesium

is not observed. Its production value is based on a limit from the background level in the yray

spectra.

117
Cs
8.¡ts

<55 ts

118
Cs
f7s

< 6.0 ts

1f9
Cs
¿li¡.0s

< 0.4 ts

117
Xe
61s

116 ts

118
Xe
6m

14íì ts

f19
Xe
5.8m

553 ts

117 
|

2.2.ñ

1450 ts

l18m 
I

8.5m

2æ

f 18 
|

13.7m

1 270

119
I

19.1m

2232 ts

3.2 Run surnmary

V/e performed 17 mass-triplet scans (runs) over a period of four days, from which a

subset of 9 scans were accepted for analysis. Problems such as high voltage discharges in

the ion source or inæmrptions in the primary 2tAl beam would disqualify a run.
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3.3 Garnnna nays

The mass specta a¡e built from the intensity of selected y-rays emitted during the

decay of the iodine nuclei. The selection of the y-rays is based on two criteria. The flust

is that the y-ray transition energy be unique to the iodine decay. Other activities that

would emit a yray of nearly the same transition energy would mis-represent the iodine

activity and thus contaminate the iodine mass spectrum. The case for uniqueness was

occasionally ever-ridden if the source of the yray is from room background. Such a

source would only contribute a flat level to the generated mass spectrum (see $3.7.1).

The centoid of the spectrum is not affected, but the uncertainty to which the cenEoid can

be determined is increased due to a decrease in the "signal-to-noise" ratio of mass peak

signal to the background level.

The second criteria is to chose the most intense T-ray tansition, or Eansitions, asso-

ciated with the decay of the iodine nucleus. The iodine isotopes of interest decay by pos-

iúon emission (ß*), orbital electron capture (EC), and in the case of ttBI, isomeric

Eansition (IT). The process from which the emitted T-rays arises is not important

On the basis of the criæria mentioned above, we selected the iodine'!Àrays pres-

ented in table 3.3. The most intense 1.ray transition available is used in all cases. The

main y-ray characteristic of rrsl is unfortunately degenerate with aTray from the iodine

isomer tt*I. The next most intense Iine for ttsf occurs with an 8.17o rcIatwe branch.

This is too low for acceptable counting statistics. In the case of tttl we were able to use

two y-ray transitions in order to improve the counting statistics.
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T'able 33. Selected iodine arays that are used to build the iodine mass spectra- The lrays arise from

excited states in tellurium that have been populated by ß. and EC decays of the iodine nucleus.

The selection of the arays is based on uniqueness and inænsity (see æxt for details).

An off-line sum of all individual experimental y-ray spectra is compiled in order to

inspect the transitions associated with iodine and other activities. Six sum T-ray spectra

are compiled according to the detector (1,2) and mass number (A=119,118,117). Sum

yray spectra are presented in figs. 3.3 - 3.5. Regions a¡ound the selected transition ener-

gies listed table 3.3 have been expanded for detailed inspection.

Isotope {Te) Energy

(keÐ

I,
(relative inænsity,7o)

Reference

rlT

r 18I

l17I

257.5

ffs.6
325.9

274.4

100

1m

100

27

tNN92l

f[a87l
¡ewl
tBl87l
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Fig. 33. Mass spcific Tray spectrum fø A = 119. The spectrum represents the sum of mass specific 1

specha over 13 runs. The channel axis is set to represent I keV per channel (see Appendix B).
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Fig. 35. Mass spcific Tray sp€ctrum for A = 117. The spectrum repr€sents the sum of mass specific 1

spectra over 13 n¡ns. The channel axis is set to represent I keV pr channel (see Appendix B).
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3.4 Mass specÉra

Using the selected trays (t¿ble 3.3), and the lray data acquired during the mass

measurement experiment, the iodine mass specEa are generated. The mass spectrum

from run 6 is shown in fig. 3.6, as a sample. The observed intensities of the th¡ee iso-

topes reflect the production rates of øble 3.1 and the relative efficiency of detection. The

observed peaks show some asymmetry on the heavy mass (low energy) side of the peak.

However, the shift in the peak position introduced by an asyûÌmetric peak shape is not

expecûed to shift the measured mass ratio by more than one part per million. The shift in

the measured mass ratio is less than this. Our present level of precision, by comparison,

is about 2 ppm per mass peak (see table 3.4).

700

600

500

400

300

2@

100

0

SCAN POINT

Fig. 3.6. Ìvfass spectrum obtained during run 6. The individual mass spectra from each selected 1-ray

energy have been summed to $e:rto this spectmm.
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3.5 Uncorrected voltage ratios

The peak positions i¡ the mæs specfum corresponding to ttT, tttl, and tttl a¡e

found by calculating the cenroid of the mass spectrum at each isotope number (refer

92.2,2,3), The peak positions a¡e in the units of volts. (For example, the peak position

conesponding to ItT is labeled Vtte). The peak positions for the iodine isotopes are given

in table 3.4, along with their statistical and voltage uncefai¡ties. The overall uncertainty

is obtained by summing the statistical and voltage uncertainties in quadrature.

Since the peak positions are expressed in the units ofvolts, we label the ratios of

peak positions "voltage ratios". The voltage ratios of inte¡est to uþ una ff (see equation

(3.6)). The voltage ratios are calculated for each run and presented in table 3.5. The

uncertainty in the voltage ratio is found simply using the fractional error rule for a quo-

tient:

(3.1)
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T'able 3.4. Iodine mass peak positions. The positions are found by calcutating the cenhoid of the mass

specFum ateæhisotope number. (refer 52.2.2.3; program ulssur)

Run lvfass

Number

Centroid Statistical Voltage Uncer- Overall Uncer-

(volts) Uncerøinry tainty øinty

J 119

118

It7

39780.s00 0.036 0.080 0.088

40116.7s0 0.041 0.085 0.094

40459.785 0.016 0.077 0.079

5 119

118

tL7

39779.883 0.02t 0.077 0.080

40116.445 0.026 0.085 0.089

4M59.W 0.012 0.082 0.083

6 119

118

tt7

39780.238 0.019 0.080 0.082

40116.69s 0.025 0.084 0.088

4M59.414 0.012 0.080 0.081

I tt9
118

tt7

39779.930 0.022 0.077 0.080

40116.309 0.029 0.079 0.084

4M59.r37 0.013 0.076 0.077

9 il9
118

t17

39780.?27 0.020 0.077 0.080

40116.578 0.025 0.080 0.084

4M59.359 0.013 0.081 0.082

10 119

118

117

39780.227 0.026 0.080 0.084

40116.758 0.028 0.083 0.088

4%s9.s94 0.013 0.076 0.077

13 119

118

tt7

39779.418 0.030 0.082 0.087

40fi5.U4 0.036 0.085 0.092

4M58.512 0.017 0.078 0.080

17.1 r19

118

Lt7

39780.46s 0.030 0.079 0.08s

40tt6.yt3 0.037 0.076 0.085

4U59.738 0.016 0.072 0.074

17.2 119

118

l17

39780.@5 0.028 0.080 0.08s

40ln.a¿7 0.035 0.114 0.119

4M59.8U 0.016 0.072 0.074
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T'able 35. (A) Volüage ratios calculaæd frorn the p.ak position data of table 3.4. A sample calculation for

fhe enor is given in equation (3.1).

(B) Measured voltage ratios from the cenhoid data The statistical uncertainty, king the larger

of fhe fwo uncerøinties, is carried forward for future calculations.

(a)

Run
Ylr¡

"* "(*t)
Yttg

vttr "(H)

3

5

6

8

9

10

13

17.l

17.2

0.991 618 2 0.M m3 2

0.991 610 4 0.W m3 0

0.991 613 0 0.000 003 0

0.991 614 9 0.000 002 9

0.991 615 7 0.m 002I
0.991 611 6 0.0m m3 0

0.991 613 8 0.000 003 1

0.991 611 2 0.000 003 0

0.991 614 0 0.000 003 6

0.983 210 0 0.m0 002 9

0.983 209 7 0.000 m2 8

0.983 213 4 0.000 002 8

0.983212 5 0.m0 m2 7
0.983 2t4 s 0.000 002 8

0.983 208 8 0.000 002 8

0.983 215 1 0.000 002 9

0.983 211 1 0.000 002 8

0.983 212 5 0.000 002 8

(B)

Weighted
Average

0.991613 61 0.9832t203

Statistical
Uncertainty

1.02x 10{ 0.94 x 10{

Estimated
Systematic
Uncertainty

0.81x 10{ 0.70x 10{

x? 0.79 0.75

From the data given in table 3.5(A), a weighted average is taken to obtain one

volr¿ge ratio for each of fr *d #. The weighted average formula is given by equation

(3.2). The weighted average results are given in table 3.5(B).

2w, x¡ r Q.2)
Xweistrø= >*, , *r= 

d
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The uncertainty associated with the weighted average is estimated in two different

ways. The first is the srør¿ifical uncertaínty, found by summing the weights associated

with each datum, as given by equation (3.3). The st¿tistical uncertainty is sometimes

called tlre inærnal error. The second is the estímated systematic uncertaínty, found by

examining the dispersion of data points about the weighæd average, as given by equation

(3.4). The estimaæd systematic uncertainty is sometimes called the external error. The

statistical and estimated sysúematic uncert¿inties of the voløge ratios * *U ff ar" atso

presented in table 3.5.

,tl
vstaristicat-).I -ZW,

4. q

, 2w, (¿ -ñ"** )'^.----------'ú (N-1)

(3.3)

E t w, (¿ -¡*.,r0* )t l (3.4)
J
uestimated sysreúatic - (¡/-1)Iu

V/e calculate the value of the reduced chi-square, t ,Vy dividing the estimated

systematic uncertainty by the statistical uncertainty (see equation (3.5)). The numerator

of equation (3.5) corresponds to the dispersion of data points. The denominator corre-

sponds to the expected dispersion. Our values of the reduced chi-square, X?, = 0.79 fot *
¿urdç? = 0.75 f"r # indicate that the uncertainty we have assigned each daúa point is

larger than that wa¡ranted by the dispersion of the data points. Nevertheless, the

statistical uncertainty, the more conservative estimate, is selected as the uncertainty

associated with the weighted averages of * *d*þ.
(3.s)
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where x¡ * o¡ = [*], - ["(*)]. for i=1, ..., e (=]Ð. Similar e.quations follow for the

voltage ratio 
'þ.
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3"6 LlraconnecÉed ¡masses

'We are now in a position to deænnine the mass of ttBI and tttl. Experimentally we

have measured the voltage ratios fr *U ff ,oorrpond.ing to iod.ine ions beams ttIf,

trsf, and tt?f. Using Bleakney's Theorem (refer $2.2) with the known ttel mass allows

us to deærmine the unkno\iln mass of u8I and 117I. The masses are given by equation

(3.6) where the binding energy of the valance electron has been neglected.

M("\\ =M("b -M@-),

M (tt\\ = M(tttl),.,.-** - M(e- ),

M ("'f) = M(tttl),* *,*oo- M (e- ) .

Thus

M("'Ðu*o,,o n¿ =M("sr, [H) 
+ M@-, 

[t 
-*t)

and 
=ll7 912836 t 159 pu ,

M(,',r),,nn*no = M(rr\ (#) + M@-, (t -H)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.e)

(3.8)

= 116 913 808 f L52 pu

where M("'I) = 118 910 057 * 103 pu [Wa88] and M(e-) = 548.579 903(13) pu [Co87].

The uncertainty for M(tttÐ,*",'*,o was determined with equation (3.9). The uncertainty

for M(tt7f¡,,,r,o* follows in a similar way,

e.g.

o (M(tttD* ) =M(tttÐunconocred
d1ø1"er¡ ¡ ,

¡a1lny -
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From the production data of table 3.1, we know that the separator beam contains

xenon and isomeric iodine activities in addition to iodine nuclides in their gtound state.

Consequently, the measured iodine voløge ratios require corrections for the presence of

these activities.

3.7 ConlarnÍnanÉ feedÍng

3.7. I Co¡¡tar¡oÍnaret feedín g processes

There are up to four processes which contaminate our mass specEa. The purpose of

this section is to introduce these processes and discuss how they alfe*t the generated

mass specfa. In all cases it is possible to appraise the level of contamination and apply

corrections where necessary.

The mass spectra are influenced whenever the energies of the T-rays selected to gen-

erate the mass spectra coincide with those of 1-rays that a¡e present from other processes.

The other processes include room background, the decay of other nuclei that were

produced by the sepaÍator, the decay of iodine atoms that are produced by the decay of

nuclei higher in the ß-decay chain, and the decay of isomeric states of the iodine isotopes

themselves.

The first source of contamination to be discussed arises from room background

sources. The y-ray decay energy of a background transition may coincide with a 1-ray

selected to generate the iodine mass spectrum. The raw T-ray spectrum thus contains a

background component that accumulates linearly with time, assuming the background

level does not fluctuaæ. Since we acquire each y-ray spectrum for a nearly identical

amount of time (L0.02Vo), the effect on the mass qpectrum is to evenly raise the back-

ground level over all mass spectal channels. Although this marginally decreases the

signal-to-noise ratio of the mass peak, it does not affect the cenu'oid determination of the

peak position.
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The second and third sources of contamination originate from the production of iso-

baric nuclei other than iodine (refer table 3.2). In the second case, if the Aray û'ansition

from a decay branch in a contaminant's decay scheme is energetically close to the

selected iod.ine's aray decay signature, the measured mass peak position is shifted in the

direction of the contaminant mass. Carefully chosen "unique" iodine f-ray energies elim-

inate this form of contamination. Flowever, there are tlvo cases where the use of contam-

inated iodine |-ray energies is unavoidable.

The presence of tteCs ¿rmong the activities produced by the separator would influ-

ence the measured mass of ttï. One of the radioactive decay channels of ttecs is a257

keV y-ray, with a 57Vo relatle branching ratio, Csk+ Xe +y(257 keV). This would

contaminate ot;n257 keV gate for ItT (refer table 3.3). This particular ttï gate must be

used since the next most intense iodine decay, at320 keV, has only a 2.2Vo relatle

branching ratio. Such a low branching ratio is insufficient for use as a single reference of

iodine production. However, no trace of the rleCs activity is visible in the mass-specific

T-ray spectrum corresponding to A = 119. It is possible to place an upper limit on the

production rate of tt'Cs based on the background levels present in the 1rray spectrum in

the vicinity of the expected location of the various Cs y-ray peaks. This in turn could be

used to estimate a limit of the influence of this on the measured masses. The second case

of a contaminating pray energy is ttrat from rt8'I by the decay, lr8,"J -) Te + {605 keV),

with a 1007o relative branching ratio and a I09Vo absolute branching ratio (the 605 keV

transition arises from more than one level decay in Te). This 605 keV decay energy

interferes with the tttl decay signature (refer table 3.3). A conection for this source of

feeding is successfully apptied (see table 3.10).
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The third source of contamination arises from parent-daughær and possibly

grandparentdaughter feeding to the iodine population. A parentdaughter decay chain

feeds theiodine population by a single ßodecay, Xe +f +eo+v. The observediodine

population is indistinguishable as to whether it originated from iodine of the separator

beam or from ßo decays of xenon nuclei after xenon is deposited on the same tape sam-

ple. The xenon-fed component in the iodine population biases the mass peak cenEoid

toward the heavier mass of xenon. \ffe have assumed that the xenon ßodecay channel

does not populate the isomeric state of iodine [Sh85]. i.e. the isomeric state is populated

directly by the reaction used in the decay of compound nuclei r2?-ue6t. The parent-

daughter feeding is common to all the isotopes of iodine studied. A correction is applied

at each mass number to the iodine mass in a calculation described in $3.7.2.

A similar scenario could hypothetically exist for grandparent-daughter feeding

(i.e.Cs -+ Xe -+ f) through a chain of two ß* decays. The correction for grandparent-

daughter feeding is estimated at each mass number but not applied to the iodine mass

comection calculation, as no evidence of cesium is found in the T-ray spectra.

The fourth and final contamination arises from iodine isomeric transitions to the

iodine ground state. Similar to parent-daughter feeding, the isomer decays feed the

ground state population which biases the resulting mass specta toward the (heavier) iso-

meric state mass. Again a conection is successfully applied (see table 3.10). A summary

of corrections is presented in the table on the following page.
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Tabtre 3.6. Isobaric contaminant summary for the iodine masses al A = Il9, 1 18, I 17. T{o evidence for

cesium conhmination is found in flre yray sp€cba. The contaminadon processes tlnt could

arise from cesium production are enclæed by brackets.

3.7"2 Corrections

Each contaminant will add an extra component to the iodine mass spectn¡m. An

analytical form for the mass spectrum, either as a single iodine component, or a sum of

components is very difficult to obtain. krsæad we use a weighted cent'oid average to

describe the effect on the peak position of a multi-component mass spectrum. The posi-

tion of the mass specEal peak, Mo, at mass number A may be written as an inænsity

weighted mass average,

>l.câ M(z)1
z

(3.10)

M^- >ct '
z

where the coefficiens Cj represent the inænsity of each componenL and M (Z¡, tne

mass of each component. For example, consider a mass qpectrum consisting of three

Mass Number Description of contaminant feeding processes.

119

118

LL7

( Ce.sium grandparent{aughær feeding.

( Cæsium contaminant Ïray.

1. Xenon parent-daughær feeding.

( Cesium grandparent-daughter feeding.

1.. Xenon parent-daughter feeding.

2. Idine isomer contaminant tray.

3. Iodine isomer parent-daughüer feeding.

( C-esium grandparent-daughter feeding.

1. Xenon parent-daughter feeding.

llegttea + ttrye 
-> 

ttt 
)

llegrteæ+ltTe+y 
)

lllKebc@ _+ ¡lT

llE6sbco _+ lt8xe _U ll8r1

ll8xeb@* ll6q

rt\üeø+ltnle+y

llsrJt @ + llSsl

tl?çrbcu * tl?¡"-lt?¡

ttfi"Þu _O ll?¡
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closely spaced components. The position and inænsity for the tì¡ee mass components is

shown schematically in fig. 3.7. Their positions are equally spaced on the mass axis, and

the ratio of their intensities is I : 2 : 5. The position of the observed mass peak, as

determined by a weighted average, is identified by the thick line.

The (contaminaæd) iodine rruNs,we measure is analogous to the thick line in fig.

3.7. The analogous weighted average is given by equation (3.11). The net shift" or cor-

rection on the mass axis, due to contaminants is given in this equation by Lfl,ln. The cor-

rections Mrrr, Mrrr, and Lflt[rr., are calculated in the following pages and then applied to

the (contaminated) measured mass of iodine in the following section.

rl
M

MASS A

Fig. 3.7. A representation of the position and intensity of iodine and contaminant components that com-

pose the observed mass peak (thick line). The components (for the purposes of fhis example) are

equally qpac€d on the mass axis (thin tick marks = peak positions). The intensity of the

observed mass pak is the sum of the component intensities. Its position on the mass axts, M¡,

(thick tick mark) is det€nnined by an intensity weighted mass aveftrge of the componentpeak

psitions.
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c{ w(n+ci"w(xe)+... (3.11a)

(3.1lb)

MA-
ZCî
z

or
LM(Ð - M(T)I

M¡ =M(Ð+ Ahfl^ , where AÃdA

The coefficients, C!, are determined from the off-line surnmary of experimental

yray data (refer $3.3). In t¿ble 3.7 we summarize the contaminant and iodine activities

found in this yray data A unique yray decay signature is used to identify cesium,

xenon, and iodine activities. In the table, the observed number of decays at the signature

Tray energy are recorded and then corrected for absolute branching ratio and detector

efficiency in order to find the number of decays of the parent population.

For example, the sum of coefficients term,Z.C!, represents the total number of

observed decays at the iodine decay energy, irrespective of their origin. That is, most of

these decays originate from iodine of the separator beam, G, and some arise from

parent-daughter feeding, Cx". The CTcoefficients a¡e labeled in the y-ray contamination

decay schemes in figs. 3.8,3.9,3.10.

>,ct
z

ZCÊ
z
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T'abte 3.7. Observed activities of idine, xenon, and cesium from the aray summaries af mass numbers /,

= 119, lt&,ll7 (see $3.3). The aray summaries consists of all ^¡ray sp€cm collected when

the tape sample is moved in front of ttre detectors (i.e. during the courr portion of the mea-

surement cycle (refer fie. 2.1 1)).

nda no dataavailable

@ absolute intensify per 1@ parent decays

! decays during the cout¡-r prtion of the measurement cycle only

&. from the proposed decay scheme for 13.7-min and 8.5-min combined isomers

* estimated

# background subhacted

( ) assumed value

T.W. this woú

Nuclide E1

(keV)

Area under Error or

Frf {Bkgrd.
Level)

/r,o. /r"*" Reference E*n.,n Number of

(7o) (Vo) Pa¡ent

Decaysr

llesCS

tlexe

llel

=81

57

38

100

tNNe2l

tNNg2l
tNN92l

< ! 037'

1 020 933

I 576 150

L76

257

96

257

- {11m0}

8 535 !255
122987 X492

t2.5

9

20

9

nda

nda

4.18

86.7

1186I

1338

r.r. 114

L2.8

(100)

(100)

7ge

8.11

4.Or'w'

22e

fraS7J

lTa84

lTaSZ

[Ia87l

<6963"
259 730'

44 523'

181 409

32248;
405 586

380 533

342668

590

53

tt7
60s

605

614

929

944

1093

lr8cs

118xe

t lEsI

- { 17m}

51946 1857

7 s69 !334
63 351 t367
23& +lr4

10 330 !547

7 946 1130

1 031 1159

2029 +183

1 138 tl25

4.6

20

nda

nda

nda

83.5

8.7

nda

109

56

8.2

17.2

12.3

11.4

1.66

3.49

2.48

t7
4.4

2.3

18

4.4

4.4

3.1

3.1

2.7

tBl87l

tBl87l
tBt87l

<23116'
379 81.0

4 557 535

49329'14

27r
22t
274

325

ttzg,
rTxe

I l?J

- l7w7l
3988 tzM

81352 t42L
288 579 t728

28.5

100

27

100

4.3

10

2T

78

8.5

10.5

8.5

7.5
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Mng=

where

We now consider the contamination present at mass number A = I19. The mea-

strred cent'oid for the A = I19 mass specû'a represents the weighted average of iodine and

xenon components (refer table 3.6). The mass corresponding to the measured centroid is

given by

Cx"M(trye) + GM("T) (3.1,2)

LCt '
z

C *" = p arent-daughter feeding

Cr = iodine component

LCt = sum of the coefficients .
z

The net contaminant correction , LfuÍ¡e, may be identified as in equation (3.11b), if we

write equation (3.12) as

Mrs=M("tr) + ahítß ,

where
C*u -Lr,I,,o==î+ ¡Mlttexe) -M(ttol) l¡¡v LCz'
z

The effect of the heavier isobar, ttXe, is to shift the ttel centoid to a more massive value,

that is Lnlns> 0. From tab\e3.7 we find 
Ðr¿* = L22987 *.492. The coefficient for

xenon parent-daughter feeding, Cx,, is not directly obtained from table 3.7, but calcu-

lated from the observed xenon activity found there.

To begin the evaluation of Cr", we record the number of parent decays of the xenon

contaminant from table 3.7. Knowing the decay constant and the measurement cycle

times involved, we interpolate to the coI¡¡Ct portion of the measurement cycle and find

the xenon production. Once the xenon production is known, we use the decay constant

and cycle times again to determine the number of the iodine decays in the couNTinærval

that are due to xenon parent feeding. The computer code RATE3 is used for this calcula-

Xet* -) I,
rb€åmr,

(3.13a)

(3.13b)
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tion. A description of the R-ATE3 program is given in Appendix .,4,. From this calculation

we find the numbar of observed iodine decays that are due to xenon feeding is C¡, =

7 sLI. As a conservative estimate, we assign an uncertainty of A 207o ts this coefficient.

The coefficients for the contaminant corrections used in the evaluation of Afldrrs are

found in tabte 3.8. A summary of the correction calculation is given in table 3.9. The rrel

mass correction, ÅMrro, is 330.0 * 66.9 pu .

Tabte 3.8. Summary of the c¡efficients used in the evaluæion of tl¡e contaminant correction, equation

(3.11b).

Contaminant Counts in the Iodine Contaminant I¿bel and Description

Source Decay SiPahue

ttT:
Itegs <2 t 207o co : trel populated via trts ß*ß* grandparent-parent-

daughter feeding
rrecs <53 +20vo cor: {Xe)fromtteCsß*decayswhichcontaminate

the ttï decay signanre @ 257 keY
trIKe 't sll tzo% Co: lrelpopulatedfromltlKeß'parentdaughter

feeding

122987 t492 2C2: Totalcounts in therrel decay sigrrature

u8I 
:

¡¡8cs

llE¡"

<37 X20Vo

7224 *.20Vo

L 652 X207o

17 400 t20%o

63 351 t367

Cs" : rrssl populated via rtag. 9+6+ grandparent-

parent-dzughter feedin g

Co : trEtI 
¡ropulated via ¡¡8Xe ß* parentdaughter

feeding

C',: rtttl populated via trs'J isomeric bansitions

C*.,: {Te) from ¡rbl ß* decays which contaminate

the ttt{ decay sigrature @ 605 keV

2C2: Totalcounts in the tttsl decay signature
z

IteT

l¡8-I

l17I:

rr?g, <11122 t207o Co: tt?IpopulatedvianTCsß+ß+grandparent-parent-

daughÞr feeding
¡r?xe 26703 t207o co:rr?Ipoputatedviar¡?xeß+parentdaughter

feeding

369 931 t 841 IC¿ : Total counts in the t17I decay signaure
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A= 119

38s

i tttcs

257 køV

6m I Cc", sammai/w
19.3m

tte 
¡

4.68d,16.05h

11sTe

Fig. 3.8. Decay scheme and contaminants (bold itatics) at mass number 4 = 119 in the ttï mass correc-
tion. The vertical energy scale is in units of MeV. (lhe257 keV søte has been expanded for
clarity.) The contaminants have previously been identified in $ 3.7.1.

Table 3.9. Conections at mass number A = 119. The contaminant ueCs was not observed in the experi-
menl The values for rteCs are based on background limits in the aray spectra- treCs correc-

tions are not applied to the calculation of ÂM,,r.

i//
0."QF,

Reference masses ¡Wa88l

M("tD 118 910 056.916 + l03.l24 ttu

M("IKe) 118 915 459.7W + 149.872trÃr

M1'recs¡ t18922447.8181110.067 ¡ru

Conections

Nuclide Feeding üo I Conection(¡ru) Source

(Vo)

Iteçr <0.m2 (<0.201 t 0.m3) rtegrtcoS+g+

¡recs < 0.043 ( < 5.350 t 1.110 ) {xe) from 'ecs ß+

rrTe 6.1 329.957 t 66.9?t1 tre¡"bcu g+

Total AlvÍ¡s=329.957 t 66.924
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Next, consider the contamination present in the ttsI mass specû'a. The mass

coresponding to the rneasured centroid is given by

cx.M(r8xe) + (C.r+ c^\) M(trtuD + c,,MfttÐ
Mtts=

z

where C*"= parent-daughter feeding

C., = contaminant tray from the isomer decay

¡a - isomeric transition_.I,ï _

Cur = main mass comPonent

ZCt = sum of the coefficients .
z

The weighted average formula is re-wriuen to identify the contributions of rr88l and

xe* -' 
tttul 

,

rlhl 
-à Te + y,

llSmlbean _+ tt88f 
,

rrssf*,

(3.14)

(3.15a)

(3.1sb)

contaminants as

Mtts= M("tur) + LlÍilB ,

where

M rr, = ?*¡ M 1'8 xe) - M(,,,, Dl .W[ E"--o.**oo ]

and

8",***,ooo = [ M(ttt'I) -Mlttas¡) ] x 931.49 4 32(28) Mev/c2 - u (3.15c)

As in the ÂMrro c¿Lse, we find Á&lrr, > 0 due to the heavier isobar xenon, and the

heavier isomeric st¿te of iodine. Although the unknown ttsl mass appears in the comec-

tion term, an estimate of its value can k raken from the atomic mass table [Wa88] or the

uncorrected value for M(t18f¡ found in $3.6. This is justifiable because the uncertainty of

the correction term is dominaæd by the CTcoefftcient uncertainties, i.e. * 20Vo,whereas

the mass uncertainties are of the order of L0'37o or less. A schematic diagram labeling the

various C2coefficients is presented in fr,g.3.9.
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From table 3.7 we find 
Ðr¿" 

= 63 351 + 367 . The coefficient for parent-daughter

feeding from xenon is calculaæd in an entirely similar manner to the previous A = 719

case. The parentdaughær feeding result from the RATE3 calculation is C*" = 1. 224 t

20Vo.

The production of rrhl leads to two contaminant coefficientsi C,r a parent-

daughter component, and C.r,,, a direct y-ray component Each is handled independently.

The method of solution for the isomer feeding to the ground state iodine population is the

same as the parent-daughter feeding described for Á = 119. The parent-daughter feeding

result from the RATE3 calculation yields ¿^r= | 652X20Vo. The direct feeding counts,

C.r, are given by 4r,r= C.rp"rr*a".ry, X{,"ruor,rr" X %oo* , where 4rprr"orao"y, are the num-

ber of parent decays, {,atoorur, is the absolute branching ratio (or absolute inænsity per 100

parent decays) for the 605 keV transition from rrhl, âDd '%,r*to, is the detector efficiency

at 605 keV. The direct isomer lray feeding coefficient is then C.r, = 17 400 t207o.

The grandparent-daughter feeding coefficient, Cs", due to cesium production is

evaluated based on the background activity found in theA = 118 tsray sum spectra. (No

cesium activity is found there.) The result from the RATE3 calculation is Cs" < 37 + 20Vo.

This coefficient is not included in the contaminant correction LXí'B.

The coefficients for the contaminant correction, equation (3.12), are summarized in

table 3.8. A summary of the LnÍn¡calculation is given in t¿ble 3.10. The trBI mass cor-

rection, An/Írß,is96.7 * 15.3 pu .
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'ï A=119 43s

utK

&1,g"r." ,.ur T'--Cr;;{
/iilñnt

0', c." Q"Gn,

6.00drîrff

6miiw

Fig. 3.9. Decay scheme and contaminants (bold italics) at mass number A = 118. The vertical scale is
in units of MeV ltthl is not drawn !o scale). See $ 3.7.1 for deteils.

Table 3.10. Conections at mass number A = 118.

Reference masses

M(tttD

ø(t8xe¡
M(¡t8Cs)

ttl 912836 t 159 pu

LI7 916314 + 305 pu

I179267æ t140. pu

I this work. uncorrected ]

[wa88]

¡wa88ì

Corrections

Nuclide Feeding to I Conection(pu) Source

(7o)
rrsgr < 0.06

tts¡r 1.9
ttq 2.6
ItE-I 27.s

( < 7.896 t 1.500 ) ttagrtcu g+ç

@.362 t L3.792 nsxeb€uß+

3.147 t 0.629 tt*I*-r.T.

33.142 t 6.638 Kfe) from rrsol¡.u g+

Total AItIns=96.651 t 15.319
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Consider the contamination present in the tttl mass specû'a. The mass correspond-

ing to the measured cenh'oid is given by

c x" M (rri xe) + C, M (tr7 r) (3.16)
Mttt= LCt '

z

where C¡" is parent-daughter feeding

Ct is the main mass component

ZCz = sum of the coefficients .
z

The weighted average formula is re-wrinen to identify the mass contribution of u7I and

contaminants as

Mtt=M(t"f)+ LhiÍ,,.

where

Anr - = 
C*' 

r, M(t'xe)- M ("'r)lt)tutrrT 
>Cr,
z

Again, we fïnd Ll4,,7> 0 due to the heavier isoba¡ xenon. The unknown rttl mass

appeaß in the correction term, and an estimate of its value can be taken from the atomic

mass table tWa88l or the uncorrected value for M(tr7f¡ found in $3.6. A schematic

diagram labeling the CTcoefficients is presented in fig. 3.10.

From øble 3.7 we fî¡d 
Ðr¿" = 369 931 + 841. The coefficient forparent-daughter

feeding from xenon is calculated in an entirely similar manner to the previous A -- ttg,

1 18 case. The parent-daughær feeding result from the RATeI calculation is C*" = 26 7 03

X207o.

The coefficients for the contaminant correction, equation (3.16), are summarized in

table3.8. Asummaryof the Ln/Í\Tcalculationisgivenint¿bIe3.11. Thett1masscor-

rection, AI4r1, is 446.5 t 91.8 ¡tu.

Xeh -+ I,

f*-,

(3.L7a)

(3.17b)
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A" = 117 8.4s

i 117çs

61s

É / 117Xe

2.22m

iil\
Õ." &"c'

62mr%*
Figure 3.10. Decay scheme and contaminants þold italics) at mass number A = LL1. The vertical scale is

in units of MeV. See $3.7.1 for details.

Table 3.11. Conections at mass number A,= ll7.

Reference masses

M('"D
Mçtr1xe¡
M1117Cs¡

Corrections

Nuclide

ll?6,

l¡?xe

Total

116 913 808 + 152 pu

116920344 t238pu
116928 865 t 189 ttu

Conection(pu)

(<M2.280 r 88.745 )

446.498 r 91.820

Liítrr=!,!,$.498 I 91.820

I this work. unconected ]

[Wa88]

[Wa88]

Feeding ûo I
(7o)

< 3.0

72

Source

Csb- -) Xe + I

xeÞ^ + I
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Finally, we summarize the mass corrections due to contaminant feeding in the t¿ble

below.

T'able 3.12. Corrections to measured iodine masses due to contaminants.

Mass number Correction

119

118

tt7

AÃ/lrr, = 330 + 67 Pu

Aù{rrr= 97t15Pu

LùÍrr., =446 + 92 pu

aþlns

ffi =rPPm

ffi=o'8ppm

Lr[n7

M6 =4ppm
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3.8 Correcúed rmasses

T'o fïnd the corrected masses of nBI and tttI, we begin by expanding the measured

masses (cf $3.6). That is,

Mnc= M(t'\) - m@) + Lnrûs 
'

Mre=M(tt"T)-M(e)+ah[ûB, (3'18)

Mrt=M("'D-M(e)+ LAíLú
Accordingly, we may wriæ Bleakney's Theorem, including contaminants, as

Í M (t'"r) - M (e) + Á&fr,* I %rs = [ M ("nÐ - M (e) + LÌuf ¡s I v rc

M(,,,Ð =M(,,\ 
[^O) 

+M(e) ['-*) +LM,,,t#) -and.'. , 
(3 le)

and

lM("'r) - M(e) + Lhf rrrlvt* = [ M(tt'I) - M(e) + akIrre)vrre

M("'r)=M("or)fþl +M(e) lt-þl +Lr;,,nfþl -^trr\, Q'20)

\ vrrz/ \ vrrz/ \vrn )
Using the LXI corrections from $ 3.7 .2 rn these equations, ryve finatly determine the

corrected masses of rtBI and rrTI to be

M("'I) =IL7 91.3067 t L73 pu , (3.21'a)

and

M("'I) = 116 913 6s6 + 189 pu (3.21b)

The errors are obtained by adding, in quadrature, the error of terms on the right hand side

of the equations (3.19) and (3.20). Summaries of the calculation for M(rt8! andMçtr\¡

are presented in tables 3.13 and 3.14.
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T'able 3.tr3. Calculation of the mass of trBI.

Measured Mass Ratio (*) 0.991613 61 + 0.m0 m102

Corrections

Nuclide

rlTe

lr8xe

tt8-I

tt*I

Comætion Source

(lru)

327.2 x 66.7 ¡tTeß*

-û.4 r. 13.8 r18¡. g+

-3.1 + 0.6 t'9 r.t
-33.1 t 6.6 {Te) from il8EI 

ß+

Torar -,,r(*þ)-*,,, 230.6 t 68.4

Uncorrected mass

Corrected mass

M(tttÐ-**.

M("tr)

117 912836

117 913 067

t 159 pu

t 173 pu

Corrected mass ratio M(rt"f) 0.991 615 60 t 0.000 001 18

M("\)
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Measued mass ratio (#) 0.98321203 X 0.00000094

Corrections

Nuclide Conection

(tru)

32/1.5 f 65.9

446.5 + 91.8

Sou¡ce

lleXe ß.

llTxe ß*

¡leXe

il7xe

Total -,,, (*þ) - 
^^,r,j

-t22.0 l 113.0

Uncorrected mass

Corrected mass

M(tttÐ*"**o

M(tttf)

116 913 808

116 913 686

t

t

152 ¡ru

189 pu

Conected mass ratio M(nrÍ) 0.983 211 08 t 0.000 001 34

M("\)

Table 3.X.4. Calculæion of the mass of r¡?I.

3.9 Corrected mass and yolÉaEe raúíos

We present the mass ratios of the iodine isotopes in addition to their directly deter-

mined mass values of the previous section. The mass ratios reflect the primary exper-

iment¿l result. That is, we measure the applied potentials for two different mass species

that follow the same path through the isotope separator. The ratio of the potentials is

equivalent to the mass ratio via Bleakney's Theorem. We may write directly the uncor-

rected mass ratios of the iodine isotopes in terms of the measured voløge ratios (refer

equation (3.7).
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M(tt80'o".,,*r"d ly'nl nI@) ( - yrrrl
r_r r __-_r r _lM("\* [v"'J M("Ð [ " vus ) e.2za)

= 0.991 613 65 * 0.000 001 02 ,

M(tt'D,**,nn IVttrl M@-\(. vrrnI

M, = ["-J + Mffi)['-u-J e.zzb)

= 0.983 2121.1 + 0.000 000 94

We know that the separator beam is contaminated. Consequently, the measured

voltage ratios reflect contaminated mass spectra. The mass ratios of the iodine isotopes,

conected for contamination, are then

M("'r) [v,,'l . M@) ( , %,nl , l'i'ltß lv,,rl Llltß
M(:'\) = 

t u* )* uç1'1¡['-u*J*r*t v*J-Mer) Q.23a)

= 0.991 615 60 + 0.000 001 18 ,

and

M(ttr) lv,,ol Mk-\ ( - %,nl ¿¿'dtß l%,nl Lnrtnr-l-.- rr-

M("'r) lv", ) M{ttr,. ^ vw )' M("T) lv", ) M('\) e.z3b)

= 0.983 211 08 t 0.000 001 34
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3.10 118'[ lsornenåc tnansiÉÍon

The existence of an isomeric state in ttul was frst reported by Laudenbaur-Bellis

and Bakhru tl-a68]. Their experiment used the reaction ttCfoAg¡n¡rr8l to create the

iodine activity. The reaction products were deposiæd on an Al catcher foil from which

the iodine was chemically separaûed. They observed, in a singles T-ray spectrum, a

photo-peak atI04 t 2 keV with an associaæd half-life of about I minutes. This photo-

peak was assigned to the isomeric tansition (I.T.) tt* ¡ -t rtsc I + y. There have been no

reports on the 104 keV isomer ransition since [La68].

We did not observe a photo-peak at 104 keV in oru l-ray spectrum, but instead

found an unaccounted peak at lt4 keV. lVe generated a mass spectrum based on this

unidentified activity. Based on this analysis, the corresponding mass of the aray soruce

is found to be 1 l7 gt3 441, + 356 pu which corresponds to a mass close to that of r18I.

Since no beta-active isotope or isomeric state is known to emit a T-ray at this energy, the

114 keV T-ray may be ascribed to the tt*I isomeric transition to the ground state.

3.L0.L ,4,nalysis

3.10.1,.1 1aray analysis

The yray spectrum in the region of 104 keV is presented in fig. 3.11. The expected

104 keV photo-peak is not observed above the background level of 16 000 counts. The

nearby small peak at 100 keV is from room background. To the right of 104 keV, we see

two sizeable peaks. The fust at channel 113.468 + 0.015, is the rttuI candidate, while the

other at channel 118 is due to rrsXe activity. The number of counts in the u8-I candidate

peak is 10330 + 547 (refer table 3.7). This yields a relative branching ratio {,."r. = 4.0 *

0.6 7o as compared to the 605 keV transition (/r=*o"t,*. = L007o). Using the energy cali-

bration outlined in Appendix B, we assign an energy of LL4.24+ 0.72 keV to this peak.
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A = 118 gamma spectra summed over runs

118xe

P

118m 
,,

\
?) 118xe

r'

4 60 E0 100 tn t40 160

Energy channel number

Figure 3.11. Sum yray spectra for mass number A = 118. The peak at channel 100 is from room back-

ground. The peak at chânnel 114 is the candidate rt-I I.T. peak. The peak at channel 118 is

from ll8Xe.

3.L0.t2 Mass analysis

The high resolution of the Chalk River Isotope Separator gives us a unique tool to

determine the mass of a y-ray emitting nuclide present in the separator beam. The mass

precision obtainable using our rnass specû'omeûic technique is on the order of 100 keV.

Since neighboring A = 118 isobars are separated in mass by approximately 5000 keV, we

may unambiguously identify any isotope emitting a tsray.

4

35

2ËáÉoó(JË
25
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The procedure for the mass specEometric determination of the 114 keV photopeak

at rnass number 118 is id.entical to the mass analysis for the triplet ttnl, tttl, rrT. The only

change is that we substituæ a 1.I4 keV y-ray in place of the 605 keV y-ray selected pre-

viously for rrBI. T'he selected energies and mass specta for nT and rrTI remain unchanged

from the $3.3. (Noæ that it is not nec€ssåry to include the mass analysis for tt7l. The

unknown rnass at A = 118 may b deærmined with respect to the known mass of lrï

alone.) The selected y-ray energies used to generate the individual mass spectra are given

in table 3.15.

Table 3.15. Selecæd ffe) ûom I ß*EC decays for ltel, and rtTI and the unknown A = 118 1"ray mnsition.

Cl.W.= this wmk)

Isotope yEnergy

(keV)
L

(relative intensity,%)

Reference

rtT

ttt(?)

r r7I

257.5

1L4.2

325.9

274.4

100

4

100

27

tNNg2l

T.W.

tBl87l

tBl87l

A sample of the mass specfa (run 6) generated from the energies above is presented

nfig.3.I2.
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Fig. 3.L2. Mass spectrum used to assign the unidentified ll4 keV phoûopeak in the A = 118 1.ray spectra-

The mass peaks at A = 119 and 117 are generated by selecting the same iodine decay energies

of $3.3.

The voltage cenûoids of the mass peaks generated are given in table 3.17. The

centroid positions for mass numbers 119 and 717 are unchanged from table 3.4. Ttre

voltage ratios follow in table 3.16.
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T'able 3.tr6" Mass Cenroids ft'om Sum Mass Spcha (ouÞut of program uesson)

Run Mass

Ì.{umþr
Centroid Statistical Voltage Overall

(volts) Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty

3 119

118

LL7

39780.sm 0.036 0.080 0.087

40tt6.723 0.353 0.171 0.392

4M59.785 0.016 0.077 0.û79

5 119

118

tt7

39779.883 0.021 0.077 0.080

40rL6.7tt 0.176 0.131 0.215

4M59.207 0.012 0.082 0.083

6 119

118

tt7

39780.n8 0.019 0.080 0.082

40t16.M9 0.193 0A7L 0.509

4M59.4r4 0.012 0.080 0.081

I 119

118

tt7

39779.930 0.022 0.077 0.080

40116.383 0.24s 0.188 0.309

4M59.137 0.013 0.076 0.077

9 119

118

Lt7

39780.227 0.020 0.077 0.080

40116.430 0.190 0.241 0.307

40459.359 0.013 0.081 0.082

10 r19

118

tt7

39780.227 0.026 0.080 0.084

40116.258 0.192 0.171 0.257

404s9.s94 0.013 0.076 0.077

13 119

118

1.17

39779.4t8 0.030 0.082 0.087

401t5.3U 0.303 0.145 0.336

4M58.s12 0.017 0.078 0.080

17.r 119

118

rt7

39780.465 0.030 0.079 0.08s

40116.ffi3 0.306 0.257 0.400

4M59.738 0.016 0.072 0.074

17.2 119

118

It7

39780.60s 0.028 0.080 0.08s

40115.988 0.328 0.458 0.563

40459.8U 0.016 0.072 0.074
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T'able 3.1"7. Voltage rafios calculafed from cenboid data of table 3.16.

Run
vttg

v* Uncertainty

3

5

6

I
9

10

13

t7.t
17.2

0.991 618 9 0.M m9 9

0.991@3I 0.Mms I
0.991 619 1 0.@ 012 I
0.991613 1 0.m007 9

0.991 619 3 0.m @7 I
0.991623 6 0.0m m6 7

0.991 601 I 0.m m8 6

0.991634 3 0.m0101
0.991 639 7 0.000 014 r

0.991 615 7 0.W m2 8 eweighted mean, ***r 1.9

To calculate the mass of the unknown species ât A = l.18, we again use Bleakney's

Theorem given by equation (3.19)

Mne=M("\)t*) +M@) 
[t -"*t) 

+^ÌtÍûst*) , (324)

where the Lh4rrn correction is t¡ken from table 3.12. (Note: no contaminant feeding

conection at A = 118 has been included.) The mass of the unknown nuclide at A = 1L8,

based on the 114 keV activity, is 117 9L3 M5 t 356 pu. This mass value is consistent

with the mass of tttl alone, as suggested by fig. 3.13.
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117.910
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er
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¡

ff8 
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Fig. 3.13. The mass of the unlnown species ("?") associ¿ted with the 114 keV lray activity in the A =

118 lray spectra. The masses of tellurium, iodine, and xenon are plored !o show fhat the mass

of the unlnown species is consistent only with the mass of iodine.

3.X,0.2 Surrnmany

The dat¿ presented here represent the latest information available for the isomer

transition in 1r8I. The mass-spectrometric analysis is not sufficient to unambiguously

prove the 114 keV y-ray is the isomer Eansition in tt8l. There are, however, some obser-

vations that can be made.

No photopeak is observed at the previously reported enorgy, 104 + 2keY, for the

isomer tansition. Nevertheless, a new photopeak originating from 1t8I at 114.24 + 0.72

keV is observed. A half-life measurement is needed to gather a stronger body of evi-

dence for the case that the 114 keV y-ray is the isomer transition. As well, a conversion-

elecfron spectroscopy experiment would make it possible ûo establish the electomagnetic

cha¡acter of the nansition in the decay of uhl and support spin and parity assignments of

the isomer and ground st¿tes.
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4 ConclusÍo¡¡

The mass ratios summarized in table 4.1. have been combined wift the known mass

of ttt to yield values for the atomic masses of rrTI and rrtl. The masses of rrtl and tttl

have been deærmined from the weighted average of nine independent measurements of
lr7. il8--r-lú" * *d ,,r, mass ratios. The mass ratios have been corrected for contamination from

Xe and tt*I decays as required. The mass value for tttl is in good agreement (0.5 o) with

the value predicted by Wapstra et aI., which is based only on systematics [Wa88]. The

mass value for rrtl is in excellent agreement (0.3 o) with the value predicted by Wapstra.

Table 4.1. Summary of experimental mass results.

Measu¡ed Iodine lvfass Ratios (correcfed)

#Å = 0.e832111(13)

#H = o.eer61s6(i2)

Measu¡ed lodine lvlasses (conected) hedicted Iodine lvfasses Reference

M("'D = u6.9r369(19)u 116.913 47 (40)u [Wa88]

M("\) = tll.gr3tt (Ll)u 117.91299 (22)u [wa88]

Auxiliary Data

M("\) = 118.9106(10)u [Wa88]

The mass ratio uncertainties quoted he¡e are at the 1 ppm level. This represents a

higher level of precision than that of the deduced m¿Lsses, MCttÐ andMç1r79, using the

reference mass M(rrþ. The reference mass is, to date, also determined to the 1 pp-

level. The error, then, in M("'Ð and M¡tr\¡ is approxim atÊly = E x t ppm. If in the
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future, the mass of M(r\) is re-determined to a higher level of precision (i.e. << I ppm),

then the precision of M(ttþ andM(tr7g v{ilf be ümited only by our measured mass ratio

as calculated by Blekney's Theorem.

The masses measured in this work are compared in fig. 4.1 with the values pres-

ented in the L986-L987 Atomic Mass Predictions [Ha88], which a¡e the results of nine

different mass models fitæd to the 1986 midstream atomic mass evaluation [Wa88].

Recent measurements with the Chalk River ISOL of other neufon deficient nuclei close

to rmsn a¡e also compared in ttre figure.

The nine mass models may be described briefly. They fall into one of several major

classes of models; semi-empirical or phenomenological models, liquid drop or droplet

models, mass models based on the shell model, and mass models based on mass relations.

Starting in the order of appearance in fig. 4.1, the macroscopic-microscopic model

of P. Möller and I.R. Nix determines the poæntial energy (or mass) of a nucleus as a sum

of a macroscopic energy ærm and a microscopic energy term, both calculated as a func-

tion of shape, Z, andN. A Yukawa-plus-exponential model is used for the macroscopic

term and a folded-Yukawa single-particle poæntial as a starting point for the microscopic

term. Another macroscopic-microscopic model by P. Möller et al. uses a finiæ-range

droplet model for the macroscopic ærm plus a folded-Yukawa single-particle potential

for the microscopic term.

The model of T. Tachibzura et al. is an empirical atomic mass formula with shell

corrections. It consists of three terms. The first "gross" ærm is a smooth function of Z

and N representing the gross features of the nuclea¡ mass surface. The second term

includes the average behavior of even-odd neutron-proton energies, and the third term

consists of empirical proton and neufron shell energies.
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The model of L. Spanier and S. A. E. Johansson is a liquid-drop-type mass formula

with deformation and shell corrections. The tiquid drop is used as an analogy to the

nucleus since the binding energy per nucleon a¡rd the density of nuclear matter are almost

independent of A. This resembles liquid droplets, in that the heat of vaporization and the

density of the liquid are independent of the size of the droplet" The droplet analogy leads

to features of the mass formula related to nuclear sû'ucttlre such as volume and surface

energies, for example.

L. Saþathy and R. C. Nayak present the masses of atomic nuclei in the infinite

nuclea¡ matter (tr{M) model. In the INM model, the ground state energy of a nucleus is

equivalent to the energy of a perfect sphere made up of infinite nuclea¡ matter plus resid-

ual cha¡acteristic energ.y, î, due to shell effects, deformations, etc.. The INM model is

incorporaûed into their earlier work on a mass model based on mass relations. The

previous mass relation becomes a mass formula when a recursion relation for I is

obtained. Thus, long-range mass predictions are possible with the global property of the

INM sphere together with the local energy r1.

The Modified Ensemble Model of E. Comay, et al., the Garrey-Kelson Mass Rela-

tions Model by I. Jåinenke and P. J. Masson, and the Inhomogeneous Partial Difference

Equation with High-Order Isospin Contributions Model by P. J. Masson and I. J?inecke

are all related to mass models based on Garvey-Kelson mass relations. This class of

model is based on a Ha¡tree-Fock or Nilsson-like single-particle picture of the nucleus.

In the simplest case, a homogeneous partial difference equation in N and Z involving a

few neighboring nuclei is writæn. The mass of all but one would have been experimen-

tally deærmined The remaining unknown mass is determined algebraically.
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The model of G. Dussel, E. Caurier, and A.P. Zuker is based on ø-line systematics.

A plot of ø separation energies along lines of constant isospin (N-Z) is used to predict

new masses by performing a polynomial interpolation bet'ween gaps in the known

masses.

The measured masses agree with most of the mass prediction models. In the case of

trtl there is a exception for the model of Satpathy and Nayak. Their Infinite Nuclear Mat-

ter Model is 4.1o from our experimental work or using their stated uncertainty we are

1..8o from their prediction. In the case of trsl there are two models in poor agreement

with our result. One of these is the model of Saçathy and Nayak. Ou¡ tttl mass result is

4.2o from theirpredicted value or 1.7o from theirprediction. Additionally, for the nuclei

we have presented in fig. 4.1, the INM model is seen to under-estimate the nuclea¡ bind-

ing energy before theZ = 50 proton shell closure and over-estimate the binding energy

after closure. The second model that does not agree with our rtsl mass result is that of

Dussel, Caurier, and Zuker. Their mass prediction based on ø-line systematics is 3.1o

from our result or 3.0o from their prediction using their stated uncertainty.
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The measured masses in this work are included in a plot of .f2" values for nuclei in

the region of læSn, shown in f,rg. 4.2. Ttre observed break in the iodine slope at N=65,66

is the result of a slightly heavier measured mass of tt1 than the predicted mass of Wap-

stra et al.. Interestingly, a shape defonnation maxima near the middte of the iodine neu-

tron shell nea¡ ly' = 66 (i.e.ttT) is predicæd [He83]. The deformation should decrease as

.ð/ approaches the closed shell at N = 50. A broad hump in the ,S, cuwe would be

evidence of a deformation. However, the error bars provided in the figure show that we

can not discriminate this predicted feature.

Finally, the lrhl isomeric transition at 104(2) keV is not observed in the collected

|-ray spectra. However a tra¡rsition at 114.24Q 2) keV is mass spectometrically identified

to have originated from rrsl activity. We suggest that the tansition at LL4 keV is the iso-

mer transition and the original assignment of the 104 keV T-ray to this Íansition is in

erTor.
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Fig.42. Separæion energies (in MeV) of two neutrons, Sz-= - M(A,4 + M(A - 2, Z) + 2n, plotted as a

function of N in the region of ræSn. Isotopes of an element are connected by a tine. Error ba¡s

have been provided fm the iodine masses measured in this work. They are based on our exper-

imental uncertainfy alone. Other enor bars have been omitþd for clarity.
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AppemdüN A.

RadüoisoÉope pnoducÉiora hy heane deposüÉiom and nadioacÉive decay

Consider a beam of atoms comprised of th¡ee radioactive species. The three species

are related to each other in that species 1 decays into qpecies 2, qpecies 2 decays into spe-

cies 3, and species 3 decays. ( ENperimentally, Cs -¡ Xe -¡ I -+ . )

Beginning at time /=fo, the beam deposits a sample for a fixed time inærval,

fssrrrcr - 4- f6 'We may write the differential equations that describe the raæ of accu-

mulating each radioisotope in the sample as follows:

ry --Pt [,¡/,(/) ,o<t <tt, (1a)

dN"lr)

Ë=Pz+[,N,(r) -L]'{r(t) ,o<t <tþ (1b)

dN.(r)

Ë = Pr+ì"],{r(t) -Wr(r) ,0 <t <tp (1c)

where Pr, Pz,P, are the constant production rates of substances t,2,3

ì"r,7r, \ are the decay constants for substances 1., 2,3, and

lú,(f), tür(r), Nr(r) a¡e the number of atoms of substanc es 1,2,3 at time f.

The solutions Nr(r),O 1t 1\ for the initial condition &(0) = 0 are

P,
/v,(r < r,) =f,(r -.-u') , (2a)

l\1

N,(t<,)-ry(r-;u,)o(L1Jr*-"*,) , (2b)

¡ü,(r <,,, =-!9(r - r-u') +.,#("*' - ;u)

-t"ffi)+# (2c)
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The experimental situation changes at time, t = tv when the kam production

ceases. The only change to equations (1) is that Ft = Pz= Fz= 0. The differential equa-

tions become, simply

ry=-Àr¡ú(/)
dN"lr)

Ë=À'/v'(r) -À']'{r(t)

d.ð/,lr)

Ë=LN,(r)_W3(f)

* 
J,o 

wra,

= fo wøa,

,tt.4 t,

,tt 4 t,

,tr4 t.

,A{t)=1/ú(/),

(3b)

(3c)

We solve these differential equations using the boundary condition that solutions l/(r > r,)

=.1ú(/ < /t) at t = tr The solutions have the form

¡ir(/ > tr) =Nr(tr)e4('-") ,

Nr(t >r,) =¡¿r(r,)*0-"'*o\¡/,(r,)(r-\(-rr) - "40-'r),

¡/r(r > rr) =¡/r(r,)e-\r'-")o 
L Nr{r,)(r-ua-rr)-"t{r-rr)

(4a)

(4b)

.ffi",,',[#-#.#) @c)

AX,. Number of observed decays

'We may fi¡d the number of decays, Å, in a time inærval f*,*t = tz- tz, by integrat-

ing the activify, A, of the radioactive souce over the time interval. That is
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Notice however, that this inægrand is pan of our starting differential equations (3)

e's' (3a) ry=-À'rzur(r) ,tr4t

Integrating both side with respect to d¡ we get

fl#þ=-1,'À'N'(r)d¡
On the left hand side we have

flryþ="'u''-N'(å)
On the right hand side we have

rtt
- I X.,l/,(r)dr - -^r ,

Jq

.'.N,(/r) -Nr(/r) = Á, (5a)

'We may also integrate the rate equation for substance 2 with respect to time,

l,'(ryþ = -J'tr,t,c t) -ì't't,(t))dt,

to get

Nr(tr) -Nr(/r) = 4,-4, (5b)

Similarly for the rate equation for substance 3,

Nr(tr) -¡/r(fr) = 4 -Á' (5c)

These last three equations can be used to generate a triangular system of linear

equations in Nr(rr), Nr(t ), Nr(rr). After solving for the ¡i,(Ð rwe can generate another

triangular system of linear equations for 0 < t o tr, and solve for the production rates Pr,

Pr, and Pr.
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.Â2. Cor¿tar¡d¡¡acl& decays

'We now wish to calculate the number of decays Lb Lz, and 
^3 

occurring in the time

interval fco.wr - h-{, which do not originaæ from direct beam production. To this end,

it is instructive to examine the previous solutions for i/ (/), ( equations (2) and (4) ) to

identify terms arising from different production channels. To begin with the trivial case

of ¡ú,we write

¡/, =¡/r*- ,

be written as

N, =¡üI*+NIt ,

where zuft is the production of substance 2 by feeding from substance 1 decays. Simi-

larly for l/t

¡/, =¡d*+ruft+lUf ,

(6a)

where Nrb""' is the only channel of production of substance 1. The expression forl/rmay

(6b)

(6c)

where ¡gl is the production of substance 3 by feeding from substance 2 dæ,ays, where the

production of substance 2 is due to direct beam production. ¡i|t is the production of sub-

stance 3 by feeding from substance 2 decays where the production of substance 2 is due

to substance 1 decays (all of substance I is from direct beam production). The next step

is to re-write solutions for N(t), identifying the channels on the right hand side of equa-

tions (6).
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¡/r(r < rr) = lvr*-(, .,r)= f (t - r*')

¡/r(r > tr) = Nr*-( r r rr)= Nr(tr)e+(' 
-'r)

Nr*(r .Ð=PÉG-;L')

¡üf-(/ ) fr) ="t'"-1rr¡"4t'-")

rd'(r <,) --PËG- "*) " o--^i G-t' - ;\')

rd'(r > r,) =Nf'(r,)"-to-u'o = \ ¡g,*-rr,lG-\('-1)-"+a-")

Qa,Za)

(7b,4a)

(8a)

(8b)

(8c)

(8a¡

(9a)

(eb)

(9c)

(ed)

N,'*(/ ( r,) =fr(r -;u')

Ni*(r > rr) =NI'-(r,¡e-L{'-"r

Nïtr . ,) =lG- r+')+ 
P' 

G-t' -;u')

¡vl(r > t ) = l/Í(r,)"*o -"'o 
(L![i¡/i*-(r,) G-L(r 

-'r) 
- .-ua 

-")

(9e)

/vi'(r > r,) = r/r"'(r,)"ao 
- 
"' * ¡r?Li 

¡uf 'tr,) ("+(' - t) - 
";"4 

- 
")

9l



The number of decays in the time interval f*,*, may also be broken down accord-

itrg to their decay channels.

^r=^f* '

À, = 
^T*+^f' 

,

Å, = ÅT*+¿i"d'

(10a)

(10b)

(10c)

In particular, we want to find Åf and ¿ft. ( Experimentally, Åf represents the iodine

decays due to parentdaughter feeding of the iod.ine population via XeM + I, and Á!t

represents the iodine decays due to gtandparent-daughær feeding of the iodine population

via Cst* + Xe -) I. ) The number of observed decays of substance 3 which originated

from substance2produced directty by the beam, is given by

o?= 
Ir'n¡ufQ>t,)dt

= ¡gl(r,) ("-uå-rr) - "-{(r-',) 
+À¡gl*(r,)CLa,-',{t - tL,r-o)

(?u-),") rul*(r,)JLta-"(r - "-\rt 
- n) (1 1)

Lastly, the number of observed decays of substance 3 which originated from substance 1

produced directly by the beam, is given by

?"t
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INPUT OUTPUT

Nr,h,\

Âr, År, Å,

fssrrpç1 (=4-fo)

fwe¡r F tz-t)

fcut¡r.¡.r F tr- tr)

PL, P2, P3

^I', ^f, ^l'

As a conservative estimate, we assign an uncertainfy of + 20Vo to coefficients as

calculaæd by the computer code R¡TRI. There are several factors that affect our estimate

of uncertainty. For example, our formalism used to obtain these results implicitly

assumes the level of contaminants - xenon, cesium, and iodine isomer - remained the

same over the course of the mass measurement experimenl This assumption considers

details such as the ion sourpe operating conditions, resolving power of the separaúor, and

the set of {coll¡ct, wAtt, coun"r} cycle times to remain unchanged throughout the

experiment. This assumption is not strictly, but only approximately satisfied. The
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assignment of a¡r error to the correction must take these assumptions into account. ( The

measurernent cycle times used represent an average over all runs: coLLEcr 137.33(3) s,

wArr 7.54(5) s, and couNr 138.07(2) s.)

In addition there a¡e "fixed" pa¡ameters in the RÂTE3 calculation that are subject to

uncertainty; e.g. decay constants, branching ratios, detector efficiency, and counting sta-

tistics. The assignment of uncertainty ûo the coefficients must also include these parame-

ters.
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Appendix B.

Emergy CalibnaÉñoxe of Éhe þray spec6ra

The y-ray specffi for the two detectors is set to represent 1 keV per channel over a

2,000 channel spectrum. Ordinarily, a precision calibration of the energy axis is required

to the timit of uniquely identifying the iodine activity in the specffa. The mass determi-

nation experiment is interested only in changes in intensity of the iodine Y-rays. The dis-

covery of the tt*I isomer transition, approximately 10 keV from is published energ;y,

causes us to perform such a calibration in order to present a new value for the isomer

transition energy.

Since the interest in the energy axis is motivated by post-experimental analysis, we

do not have data with the usual calibration sources. However, we do have a plethora of

other gamma activity in our spectra that have been energetically assigned by other experi-

ments. The precision of this y-ray energy data is not known as well as the conventional

sources, but is adequate for our purposes.

The 1-rays used in the calibration are presented in Table 8.1 below. For ease of

calculation we assume the errors in the channel positions are negligable with respect to

the the errors in the assigned energies. Let ttre channel data be represented by the vari-

ables x¡, and the energy data be represented by )¡ t q, such that we determine the coeffi-

cients of the linear function y(¡) = a + b x . Following a least-squares fitting procedure

[8e69], we minimizef wiørespect to each of the coefficients simult¿neously. The

coefficients of the weighted least-squares fining are then
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t(^*?^y, -4-ay, Io =Ã['C'A-'o?'A 
)

u =1î+rry->1r4ìr\[ q d q q)

r =>g>ä t'äl
*'={åt* -a-ø')?f

The uncertainties in the coefficients are given by

', L ^*?6,=LLd

a =*r*
Data points 1. - 10., of Table 8. L, are fit to a linear function in order to obtain the

so-called global fit. The differences of the real energy dat¿ from the calculated global fit

are plotted in Fig. 8.1. The data fits a sraight line well, except in the lower energy

region (30 - 300 keÐ. Since this the energy region of interest for the isomeric tra¡rsition,

we performed a second fi.t of the data in Table B.1 using only the fust four data points,

that is, the calibration data in the range 30 - 300 keV. This second fit is the so-called

local fit. The difference between the global fit and the local fit is superimposed on Fig

8.1.
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T'able B.tr. Raw data and the linear fit for an energy calibration of the channel axis. The chumel daø arc

taken ftom spectra identifications L93, L94, 195 (A = 119, 118, 1 17 reçectively) of the dat¿

file Ionce¡¡.sp¡<.

Data:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Calibration

Source

ttIKe

ttTe

ttT

u1

llTI

Channel

94.813 + 0.023

99.322 + 0.009

258.171 + 0.002

275.209 X 0.003

326.549 + 0.001

512.088 r 0.007

878.193 r 0.045

913.129 t 0.024

1296.642 + 0.012

7768.642 t 0.079

Energy

96.0 r 0.600

100.0 + 0.600

247.52 + 0.040

274.4 t 0.200

325.9 t 1.

510.999 r 0.001

876.4 t 0.3

911.1 r 0.1

1293.7 + 0.1

t764.5 + 0.1

u81

*Ac

4lAr

2l4Bi

Linear fit oarameters:

globalfït (1 - 10)

(EnergY=a*bxChannel)

a=0.070 t 0.036

b =0.998 827 + 0.000 068

ø=1..88 f 0.66

b=0.9902 t 0.0026

local fit (1 - 4)
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Figure 8.1. Differences of the energy calibration data and a linear fit of the dato. Actually, two fifs a¡e

presenæd here. The fint is the fit for energies from 30 - 2m0 keV (global fit). The global fit

represents the calibration data well in the energy range 300 - 2000 keV (the linear fit pæses

through almost all tt¡e calibration daø in this region). Since the region of inærest is around

channel number 113, we fit the nearby data to a second line. The so-called local fit, for ener-

gies in the range 30 - 3m keV, bette¡ reflects the precision obtainable in this lower energy

regime, given ttre precision of the calibration data. It is presented in the plot above (doted

line) as the difference localfit - globalfit. The unlnown gammapeak at channel 113.468 +

0.015 (darkened square) is then assigned an energy of 714.2,4 Ì 0.72 keV.
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